






Sustainable materials are becoming more and more important in the decision-making 

process of a customer when selecting a product. In addition to the choice of material for 

the product itself, responsible packaging is also essential.

When creating a new collection, each product is carefully considered: does this product 

need packaging? If the answer is yes, it is important that as little packaging material as 

possible is used or that the packaging is suitable for recycling. 

POLYBAGS MADE FROM RECYCLED PLASTIC

The bags and plaids are packed in a plastic polybag. 
This packaging protects the product during transport. 

Leaving it out is not an option, choosing a sustainable 
alternative is. Since this year, we have been using 100% 
recycled polybags!

NON-WOVEN STORAGE BAGS

Since this year, the Dull PU bags are packed in a luxury 
storage bag. Because of the strong material the storage 
bag is also suitable to take with you on your travels.

KRAFT PACKAGING

Cardboard is a very popular packaging material. This 
kind of packaging is used to keep products together and 
to protect them. 

Not only does cardboard look environmentally friendly, it 
is also biodegradable, recyclable and compostable.

USE ME AGAIN!

With our home & living line, we often choose packaging 
that is suitable for a second life. 

Think of a candle wrapped in an extra pendant, a 
scented candle or cupcake shapes in a gift bag and 
matches in a bottle.

THE ART OF LEAVING OUT

Not every product needs packaging. If the packaging 
is not crucial for the protection or presentation of the 
product, we prefer to leave it out.

Sustainable packaging?
This is how we do it!PACKAGING
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Products with this label are our popular 
recommendations.

Products with this label are made of eco-
friendly materials.

Products with this label are fully insulated 
with cooling foil.

Products with this label are sharply priced, so 
don’t miss your golden chance.

Products with this label will fit in a mailbox.

Products with this label are made of recycled 
paper.

Products with this label have an insulated 
colling compartment.

Products with this label do not contain 
animal related raw materials and are not 
tested on animals.

Products with this label are made of recycled 
plastic.

Products with this label are equipped with a 
bicycle attachment system.

LABELS & ICONS
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Norländer Cabin Size
“Simply Green” Trolley RPET

Simply Green from Norländer represents a future for us and 
the next generations. With this new trolley, Norländer wants 
to contribute to the fight against plastic. For example, this 
hand luggage trolley contains at least 30 PET bottles.

This IATA approved trolley is equipped with four sturdy 
silent spinning wheels, an extendable handle and a sturdy 
carrying handle on the top. The inside of the trolley is 
divided into a main and zip compartment. Double buckle 
straps are fitted in the main compartment to keep clothing 
in place.

Size:

Material:

33 x 21 x 53 CM

ABS RPET

28123 2812528124

30 plastic bottles
were used to

produce this trolley.
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Norländer Cabin Size Trolley Squared Black

With the special chic design of square surfaces, this is a 
true eye-catcher that will attract your attention whenever 
it passes by!

This trolley complies to the IATA hand luggage guidelines, 
has four single wheels that can rotate 360 degrees, sturdy 
handles and an extendable handle. The inside of the trolley 
is divided into a main- and zip compartment. Double 
buckle straps are fitted in the main compartment to keep 
clothing in place. Furthermore, a metal badge has been 
applied to the top of the trolley for easy perzonalisation!

Size:

Material:

33 x 21 x 53 CM

ABS

28120 2812228121 2814228141 28143
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Norländer Trolley Kalmar

This cabin size trolley is IATA approved. Traveling carefree 
is not an issue with this functional travel trolley. This 
trolley has a decent appearance and is very suitable 
for customization. Thanks to the smooth ABS material it 
provides a great surface for custom prints!

Besides that, this trolley contains an extendable handle 
and four double wheels which can rotate 360 degrees. 
The inside is split into a main compartment, and a zipped 
compartment. The address label gives you the opportunity 
to write down any addresses.

Size:

Material:

33 x 21,5 x 54,5 CM

ABS

28144

Norländer Trolley Riga

This cabin size trolley is IATA approved. Traveling carefree 
is not an issue with this functional travel trolley. This 
trolley has a decent appearance and is very suitable 
for customization. Thanks to the smooth ABS material it 
provides a great surface for custom prints!

Besides that, this trolley contains an extendable handle 
and four double wheels which can rotate 360 degrees. 
The inside is split into a main compartment, and a zipped 
compartment. The address label gives you the opportunity 
to write down any addresses. 

Size:

Material:

33 x 21,5 x 54,5 CM

ABS

28146 28148
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Norländer Lux Trolley

A luxurious polycarbonate trolley with a brushed finish 
which can be used as hand luggage at several airline 
companies. This trolley has double silent soft wheels, a firm 
telescopic handle and an integrated TSA number lock. With 
a sturdy handle on the top the trolley is pleasant to lift when 
necessary.

The inside is divided into a main and zip compartment. 
Double buckle straps are fitted in the main compartment 
to keep clothing in place. In addition, there is also a mesh 
and zip pocket on one inside of the trolley.

Size:

Material:

21 x 33 x 53 CM

Polycarbonate

28129 2813128130

Norländer Lux Traveler

A luxurious and robust trolley in an aluminium look which 
can be used as hand luggage at several airline companies. 
With a sturdy handle on the top and on the side, the trolley 
is pleasant to lift when necessary. This trolley has double-
mounted removable soft wheels, a firm telescopic handle 
and an integrated TSA number lock. 

The inside is divided into a main and zip compartment. 
Double buckle straps are fitted in the main compartment 
to keep clothing in place. In addition, there is also a mesh 
and zip pocket on one inside of the trolley.

Size:

Material:

21 x 33 x 53 CM

ABS + Polycarbonate

28126 2812828127
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Norländer Lyon Trolley Dull PU

This practical and spacious trolley bag is made of dull PU 
material which gives it a classy appearance. The trolley 
bag has a big compartment where lots of luggage can be 
stowed. Also, this trolley bag contains a front pocket which 
can be opened and closed with a zipper.

Thanks to the extendable trolley system and the wheels, 
this Lyon trolley is very useful for a trip abroad. The handle 
on the top and the shoulder strap on the side, also gives 
you the possibility to carry the trolley bag.

Size:

Material:

35 x 22 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28150 2815228151 28153
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Norländer Trolley Bottle Sleeve

Handy travel sleeve to attach onto the trolley bar. This 
sleeve provides space for storing your phone, power bank, 
charger, earbuds or other items. The other pocket is meant 
for a drinking cup or water bottle. 

The pocket on the back is suitable for storing money or 
other documents. The sleeve can be secured with Velcro 
around the trolley bar. This sleeve is a good replacement 
for a front pocket when a trolley isn’t equipped with one. 

* Suitable for all hard case and soft case trolleys.

Size:

Material:

22 x 3 x 18 CM

600D Polyester

28576 28577

Norländer Trolley Bottle Sleeve

Handy travel sleeve to attach onto the trolley bar. This 
sleeve provides space for storing your phone, power bank, 
charger, earbuds or other items. The other pocket is meant 
for a drinking cup or water bottle. 

The pocket on the back is suitable for storing money or 
other documents. The sleeve can be secured with Velcro 
around the trolley bar. This sleeve is a good replacement 
for a front pocket when a trolley isn’t equipped with one. 

* Suitable for all hard case and soft case trolleys.

Size:

Material:

22 x 3 x 18 CM

Dull PU

28558 28559
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Norländer Sticker Label Trolley

With this IATA approved trolley, you can travel carefree. The 
trolley is allowed to travel with all airlines as hand luggage. 
This model is extremely suitable for a nice personalisation, 
because the front of the trolley can be provided with a 
full colour sticker. This hardcase trolley has a padded 
interior with divider and is also equipped with four double 
wheels that rotate 360 degrees. We can offer this trolley 
personalised from as little as 10 pieces. 

*Special: notch on the front for a full colour foil sticker 
(40x25cm)

Size:

Material:

32 x 22 x 54 CM

Polypropylene

28730 28731
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BASED ON ART.28731

STOCK COLOUR

Choose between the different colours 
we already have in stock.

BASED ON ART.28125

POSSIBILITIES TROLLEYS || LOCAL

It is possible to provide the trolley 
with..

LOGO PRINT

It is possible to provide the trolley with 
your own logo print.
MAX. 2 Colours.

DOMING BADGE

It is possible to provide the trolley 
with your own logo full colour doming 
badge.

FULL COLOUR FOIL STICKER

From 10pcs it is possible to provide the 
sticker label trolleys with a full colour 
sticker of choice (28730 & 28731).

POSSIBILITIES TROLLEYS || LOCAL

It is possible to provide the trolley 
with..

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices.16

PRINTING &
LOGO OPTIONS
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BASED ON ART.28120

CUSTOM BADGE

CUSTOM MOULD

PMS COLOUR

Customize your own badge or let us 
help you to make one.

Customize the base of the trolley with 
a unique mould that fits your campany 
brand.

Customize the base of the trolley with 
your PMS colour of choice.

POSSIBILITIES TROLLEYS || FAR EAST

It is possible to provide the trolley 
with..

• A metal, rubber or doming badge

• A rubber adress label

• An embossed Logo

• PMS colour of choice

• Innerlining printed with logo

• Logo on handle bar

• Zipperpullers with logo

TSA OR COMBINATION LOCK

All custom trolleys can be equipped 
with a TSA-Lock or a simple 
combination lock.

CUSTOM MOULD

It is possible to design your own 
trolley mould with your embossed or 
debossed logo.

CUSTOM WHEELS

All custom trolleys can be equipped 
with 360º rotatable soft rubber wheels. 
The wheels can be single or double 
wheeled.

BASED ON ART.28150

PMS COLOUR

LOGO DEBOSSING

Customize the trolley with a subtle 
debossed company brand. 

Customize the base and zipper of the 
trolley with your PMS colour of choice.

SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL

It is possible to produce your trolley 
with a sustainable material like RPET 
(recycled PET).

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices. 17

PRIVATE LABEL
f a r  e a s t  p r o d u c t i o n
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Norländer Dull PU Duo Backpack

This trendy backpack has a chic look due to the duo colours 
and is made of Dull PU material. The inner compartment 
has a separate laptop divider and an extra inner pocket 
with zip.

On the front there are press buttons and an extra buckle to 
close the bag. In addition, you will find on the front an extra 
front pocket with zip. At the back there is also a storage 
compartment with zip. 

*This item is packaged in a luxury reusable storage bag.

Size:

Material:

30 x 12 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28722 2872428723 28725
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable by the Dull 
(matte) PU leather it is made of. In addition to the original 
zip at the top, the bag is made of water-repellent material 
and can also be closed with a buckle.

The sturdy shoulder straps ensure optimal carrying 
comfort. The lockable front pocket is also a real plus.

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

42 x 22 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28746 2862028511 2865528546

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle
Backpack

Multifunctional bicycle/backpack. The bag is made of 
sturdy Dull PU leather and has a tough look. Besides a 
spacious inner compartment with laptop divider, the bag 
also has an extra lockable front pocket. On the side there 
is a carabiner to which, for example, a drinking bottle or 
a bunch of keys could be attached. Finally, this backpack 
also has 2 attachment hooks on the back. With these, 
you can easily attach the bag to the carrier of a bicycle.  

*This item is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

32 x 17 x 47 CM

Dull PU

28745 2865128650 2865328652

Norländer Dull PU Sports Bag

Spacious sportsbag. The bag is made of Dull PU and 
designed for practical use. The inner compartment has 
enough space for all your luggage, and on the side there 
is an extra compartment where you can store small items. 
The bag is easy to close with a zip and the shoulder strap 
is adjustable. In addition, this weekend bag also features 
a carabiner with a label. On this hook you can for example 
hang your water bottle or keychain.

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

50 x 27 x 30 CM

Dull PU

28747 2865928658 2866128660
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Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

This Dull PU toiletry bag is a must-have for your travels. The 
bag is spacious in size and therefore has enough storage 
space for all your toiletries. By means of the handle on the 
side, the bag is easy to carry.

In addition, the toiletry bag has a zip at the top and there 
is an extra lockable compartment available on the inside. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

29 x 16 x 17 CM

Dull PU

28748 2866328662 2866528664

Norländer Dull PU Shopper

Doing your shopping in style? You can with this 
synthetic leather shopper! The bag is easy to carry 
over the shoulder by means of the two handles. The 
bag can also be closed by means of press studs. 

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

35 x 9 x 43 CM

Dull PU

28740 2874428741 2874228743

Norländer Dull PU Cooler Bag

This well-insulated cooler bag is water-repellent and is 
made from tough matte Olive Dull PU leather. The main 
compartment can be closed with 2 zips. In addition, the 
shoulder strap is detachable and adjustable.

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

36 x 27 x 26 CM

Dull PU + PEVA Cool lining

28749 2862228513 2865728548
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable by the Dull 
(matte) PU leather it is made of. In addition to the original 
zip at the top, the bag is made of water-repellent material 
and can also be closed with a buckle.

The sturdy shoulder straps ensure optimal carrying 
comfort. The lockable front pocket is also a real plus. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

42 x 22 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28746 2862028511 2865528546

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle 
Backpack

Multifunctional bicycle/backpack. The bag is made of 
sturdy Dull PU leather and has a tough look. Besides a 
spacious inner compartment with laptop divider, the bag 
also has an extra lockable front pocket. On the side there 
is a carabiner to which, for example, a drinking bottle or 
a bunch of keys could be attached. Finally, this backpack 
also has 2 attachment hooks on the back. With these, 
you can easily attach the bag to the carrier of a bicycle.  

*This item is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

32 x 17 x 47 CM

Dull PU

28745 2865128650 2865328652

Norländer Dull PU Sports Bag

Spacious sportsbag. The bag is made of Dull PU and 
designed for practical use. The inner compartment has 
enough space for all your luggage, and on the side there 
is an extra compartment where you can store small items. 
The bag is easy to close with a zip and the shoulder strap 
is adjustable. In addition, this weekend bag also features 
a carabiner with a label. On this hook you can for example 
hang your water bottle or keychain.

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

50 x 27 x 30 CM

Dull PU

28747 2865928658 2866128660
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Norländer Dull PU Shopper

Doing your shopping in style? You can with this 
synthetic leather shopper! The bag is easy to carry 
over the shoulder by means of the two handles. The 
bag can also be closed by means of press studs. 

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

35 x 9 x 43 CM

Dull PU

28740 28744 287422874328741

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

This Dull PU toiletry bag is a must-have for your travels. The 
bag is spacious in size and therefore has enough storage 
space for all your toiletries. By means of the handle on the 
side, the bag is easy to carry.

In addition, the toiletry bag has a zip at the top and there 
is an extra lockable compartment available on the inside. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

29 x 16 x 17 CM

Dull PU

28748 2866328662 2866528664

Norländer Dull PU Cooler Bag

This well-insulated cooler bag is water-repellent and is 
made from tough matte Olive Dull PU leather. The main 
compartment can be closed with 2 zips. In addition, the 
shoulder strap is detachable and adjustable.

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

36 x 27 x 26 CM

Dull PU + PEVA Cool lining

28749 2862228513 2865728548
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable by the Dull 
(matte) PU leather it is made of. In addition to the original 
zip at the top, the bag is made of water-repellent material 
and can also be closed with a buckle.

The sturdy shoulder straps ensure optimal carrying 
comfort. The lockable front pocket is also a real plus. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

42 x 22 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28746 2862028511 2865528546

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle 
Backpack

Multifunctional bicycle/backpack. The bag is made of 
sturdy Dull PU leather and has a tough look. Besides a 
spacious inner compartment with laptop divider, the bag 
also has an extra lockable front pocket. On the side there 
is a carabiner to which, for example, a drinking bottle or 
a bunch of keys could be attached. Finally, this backpack 
also has 2 attachment hooks on the back. With these, 
you can easily attach the bag to the carrier of a bicycle.  

*This item is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

32 x 17 x 47 CM

Dull PU

28745 2865128650 2865328652

Norländer Dull PU Sports Bag

Spacious sportsbag. The bag is made of Dull PU and 
designed for practical use. The inner compartment has 
enough space for all your luggage, and on the side there 
is an extra compartment where you can store small items. 
The bag is easy to close with a zip and the shoulder strap 
is adjustable. In addition, this weekend bag also features 
a carabiner with a label. On this hook you can for example 
hang your water bottle or keychain.

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

50 x 27 x 30 CM

Dull PU

28747 2865928658 2866128660
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Norländer Dull PU Shopper

Doing your shopping in style? You can with this 
synthetic leather shopper! The bag is easy to carry 
over the shoulder by means of the two handles. The 
bag can also be closed by means of press studs. 

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

35 x 9 x 43 CM

Dull PU

28740 28744 287422874328741

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

This Dull PU toiletry bag is a must-have for your travels. The 
bag is spacious in size and therefore has enough storage 
space for all your toiletries. By means of the handle on the 
side, the bag is easy to carry.

In addition, the toiletry bag has a zip at the top and there 
is an extra lockable compartment available on the inside. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

29 x 16 x 17 CM

Dull PU

28748 2866328662 2866528664

Norländer Dull PU Cooler Bag

This well-insulated cooler bag is water-repellent and is 
made from tough matte Olive Dull PU leather. The main 
compartment can be closed with 2 zips. In addition, the 
shoulder strap is detachable and adjustable.

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

36 x 27 x 26 CM

Dull PU + PEVA Cool lining

28749 2862228513 2865728548
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable by the Dull 
(matte) PU leather it is made of. In addition to the original 
zip at the top, the bag is made of water-repellent material 
and can also be closed with a buckle.

The sturdy shoulder straps ensure optimal carrying 
comfort. The lockable front pocket is also a real plus. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

42 x 22 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28746 2862028511 2865528546

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle 
Backpack

Multifunctional bicycle/backpack. The bag is made of 
sturdy Dull PU leather and has a tough look. Besides a 
spacious inner compartment with laptop divider, the bag 
also has an extra lockable front pocket. On the side there 
is a carabiner to which, for example, a drinking bottle or 
a bunch of keys could be attached. Finally, this backpack 
also has 2 attachment hooks on the back. With these, 
you can easily attach the bag to the carrier of a bicycle.  

*This item is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

32 x 17 x 47 CM

Dull PU

28745 2865128650 2865328652

Norländer Dull PU Sports Bag

Spacious sportsbag. The bag is made of Dull PU and 
designed for practical use. The inner compartment has 
enough space for all your luggage, and on the side there 
is an extra compartment where you can store small items. 
The bag is easy to close with a zip and the shoulder strap 
is adjustable. In addition, this weekend bag also features 
a carabiner with a label. On this hook you can for example 
hang your water bottle or keychain.

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

50 x 27 x 30 CM

Dull PU

28747 2865928658 2866128660
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Norländer Dull PU Shopper

Doing your shopping in style? You can with this 
synthetic leather shopper! The bag is easy to carry 
over the shoulder by means of the two handles. The 
bag can also be closed by means of press studs. 

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

35 x 9 x 43 CM

Dull PU

28740 28744 287422874328741

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

This Dull PU toiletry bag is a must-have for your travels. The 
bag is spacious in size and therefore has enough storage 
space for all your toiletries. By means of the handle on the 
side, the bag is easy to carry.

In addition, the toiletry bag has a zip at the top and there 
is an extra lockable compartment available on the inside. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

29 x 16 x 17 CM

Dull PU

28748 2866328662 2866528664

Norländer Dull PU Cooler Bag

This well-insulated cooler bag is water-repellent and is 
made from tough matte Olive Dull PU leather. The main 
compartment can be closed with 2 zips. In addition, the 
shoulder strap is detachable and adjustable.

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

36 x 27 x 26 CM

Dull PU + PEVA Cool lining

28749 2862228513 2865728548
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable by the Dull 
(matte) PU leather it is made of. In addition to the original 
zip at the top, the bag is made of water-repellent material 
and can also be closed with a buckle.

The sturdy shoulder straps ensure optimal carrying 
comfort. The lockable front pocket is also a real plus. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

42 x 22 x 50 CM

Dull PU

28746 2862028511 2865528546

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle
Backpack

Multifunctional bicycle/backpack. The bag is made of 
sturdy Dull PU leather and has a tough look. Besides a 
spacious inner compartment with laptop divider, the bag 
also has an extra lockable front pocket. On the side there 
is a carabiner to which, for example, a drinking bottle or 
a bunch of keys could be attached. Finally, this backpack 
also has 2 attachment hooks on the back. With these, 
you can easily attach the bag to the carrier of a bicycle.  

*This item is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

32 x 17 x 47 CM

Dull PU

28745 2865128650 2865328652

Norländer Dull PU Sports Bag

Spacious sportsbag. The bag is made of Dull PU and 
designed for practical use. The inner compartment has 
enough space for all your luggage, and on the side there 
is an extra compartment where you can store small items. 
The bag is easy to close with a zip and the shoulder strap 
is adjustable. In addition, this weekend bag also features 
a carabiner with a label. On this hook you can for example 
hang your water bottle or keychain.

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

50 x 27 x 30 CM

Dull PU

28747 2865928658 2866128660
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Norländer Dull PU Shopper

Doing your shopping in style? You can with this 
synthetic leather shopper! The bag is easy to carry 
over the shoulder by means of the two handles. The 
bag can also be closed by means of press studs. 

*This article is packed per unit in a luxurious reusable 
storage bag.

Size:

Material:

35 x 9 x 43 CM

Dull PU

28740 28744 287422874328741

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

This Dull PU toiletry bag is a must-have for your travels. The 
bag is spacious in size and therefore has enough storage 
space for all your toiletries. By means of the handle on the 
side, the bag is easy to carry.

In addition, the toiletry bag has a zip at the top and there 
is an extra lockable compartment available on the inside. 

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

29 x 16 x 17 CM

Dull PU

28748 2866328662 2866528664

Norländer Dull PU Cooler Bag

This well-insulated cooler bag is water-repellent and is 
made from tough matte Olive Dull PU leather. The main 
compartment can be closed with 2 zips. In addition, the 
shoulder strap is detachable and adjustable.

*This item is packaged per unit in a luxury reusable storage 
bag.

Size:

Material:

36 x 27 x 26 CM

Dull PU + PEVA Cool lining

28749 2862228513 2865728548
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Suited by Norländer RPET
Weekend Bag

Practical and stylish suited weekend bag! This bag offers 
multiple possibilities. You can unfold the bag to store 
a jacket for example. Nice to know; the bag is made of 
recycled polyester, using no less than 12 PET bottles. 

The weekend bag can be carried around with two leather 
handles that can be attached to each other or over the 
shoulder with the shoulder strap that comes with it. On the 
right hand side of the bag there is also a pocket which can 
be closed with a zip. Use it as a stylish weekend bag and as 
a costume bag! 

Size:

Material:

50 x 30 x 30 CM

600D RPET Polyester

28713 28714

12 plastic bottles
were recycled

to produce this bag.
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Norländer BCKPCK

A real sturdy appearance. That is this spacious roll up 
backpack for sure! On the inside you will find a laptop 
divider and enough room for all your stuff. The bag can be 
closed by rolling up the top and clicking it shut. 

The sides can be adjusted by means of adjustable buckles. 
On the left there is a storage compartment with a press 
stud and on the right there is a separate compartment to 
store, for example, a water bottle. The adjustable shoulder 
straps allow you to adjust the bag to your needs and 
smaller items can be stored in the front pocket with zip.

Size:

Material:

30 x 14 x 50 CM

Two Tone Polyester

28720 28721
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Norländer Xcite Backpack

This luxury Xcite Backpack has a tough, but also chic look. 
The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits 
both the lifetime and the looks. 

The inside compartment is surprisingly spacious and has 
a divider/laptop compartment. The foam-lined shoulder 
straps ensure a pleasant wearing comfort. In addition, 
the bag has two carrying handles on the top, and a front 
pocket with zipper.

Size:

Material:

30 x 15 x 45 CM

PU Leather

28560 2856628563 28613
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Norländer Xcite Weekend Bag

This generous and fashionable weekend bag has a 
spacious main compartment with zipper. This bag is made 
of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the lifetime 
and the looks. The two sturdy straps ensure ideal wearing 
comfort and can also be combined into 1 strap. 

In addition, the shoulder strap can easily be adjusted to the 
desired size.

Size:

Material:

52 x 28 x 30 CM

PU Leather

28561 2856728564 28614
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Norländer Xcite Hip Bag

This hip bag is ideal for storing your important personal 
items. The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which 
benefits both the lifetime and the looks. The hip belt is 
adjustable so you can easily adjust it to your own hip size. 

The bag has a total of two compartments with zipper 
closure. This provides enough space for your phone, wallet 
and other items.

Size:

Material:

27 x 14 x 11 CM

PU Leather

28562 2856828565 28615
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Norländer Xcite Cosmetic Bag

This beautiful cosmetic bag has a spacious compartment 
with a divider. This allows you to store all your toiletries. 

The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits 
both the lifetime and the looks. The bag can be closed with 
a sturdy zipper and is easy to carry through the handle. 
Thanks to the use of PU, the cosmetic bag has a chic look.

Size:

Material:

28 x 8 x 15 CM

PU Leather

28617 2861628618
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Norländer Simply Green RPET 
Weekend Bag

The material this spacious weekendbag is made of is 
TwoTone RPET. With that, this bag contributes to a better 
environment. For the production of this bag 12 PET bottles 
have been recycled. The cork elements complete this ECO 
bag. 

Finally, this bag has a separate shoe compartment. You 
can put your shoes in this compartment via the side and 
close it with the zip.

Size:

Material:

52 x 28 x 32 CM

Two Tone RPET Polyester

28573 2871028707

Norländer Simply Green RPET 
Backpack

Besides the fact that this compact backpack is made of 
RPET material, it is also an original appearance. For the 
production of this bag, 10 PET bottles have been recycled. 
The cork elements complete this ECO bag. 

The bag has 2 compartments which can be closed with 
a zip, a soft back and comfortable shoulder handles. The 
vertical zip at the front makes this bag different from other 
bags.

Size:

Material:

30 x 25 x 44 CM

Two Tone RPET Polyester

28574 2871128708

Norländer Simply Green RPET 
Shopper

This shopper is made of TwoTone RPET material and is 
therefore a real ECO-conscious bag. To produce this bag 8 
PET bottles have been recycled. 

The shoulder handles are easily adjustable and this bag 
also has 2 handles on the top. On the inside, there is an 
additional pocket which can be closed with a zip. The use of 
cork elements such as at the zip makes this bag complete.

Size:

Material:

33 x 12 x 46 CM

Two Tone RPET Polyester

28575 2871228709
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12 plastic bottles
were recycled

to produce this bag.
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Norländer Urban Tourist RPET 
Backpack

A durable and practical backpack made from 10 recycled 
PET bottles! 

This nice, spacious backpack is a pleasant travel partner 
for all types of travellers. Due to the large dimensions, 
this is great for daily use for sports or work. The main 
compartment and front pocket are both provided with a 
zipper closure.

Size:

Material:

32 x 19 x 42 CM

600D RPET Polyester

28600 2860428602

Norländer Urban Tourist RPET 
Weekend Bag

This Urban Tourist Weekendbag is neat, spacious and 
sustainable! The bag is made of no less than 12 recycled 
PET bottles!

The bag is provided with a zipper closure. In addition, there 
are several storage compartments on the side. The two 
handles can be combined into one sturdy handle. The 
adjustable shoulder strap with print is one of the reasons 
that makes this bag a top item!

Size:

Material:

56 x 32 x 32 CM

600D RPET Polyester

28601 2860528603

Up to 12 plastic bottles
were recycled

to produce these bags.
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Norländer Paper Backpack

Thanks to the characteristic Washed Kraft material, 
this backpack gets the hip look it deserves. This Paper 
Backpack is made of recycled paper through all of Europe 
which makes it ecologically responsible.

In addition to that, the bag comes with a laptop divider on 
the inside and adjustable shoulder straps on the outside. 
Also, this model has an extra front pocket which can be 
closed using a zipper.

Size:

Material:

29 x 10 x 39 CM

Washed Kraft

28666 28668

Norländer Paper Duffle Bag

This environmentally friendly duffle bag is made out of 
qualitatively and 100% recycled paper from Europe.

A spacious bag which provides carrying handles and 
an adjustable shoulder band. Also equipped with a front 
pocket where smaller items can be stowed. 

Size:

Material:

46 x 24 x 25 CM

Washed Kraft

28667 28669

Made from 
recycled paper.
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Norländer Ribble Tote Bag

This practical shopper is a must-have when you’re out 
and about. This model is made of corduroy material and 
therefore has a trendy and smooth look.

The handles make it easy to carry the bag over your 
shoulder. In terms of volume, this model is also perfect for 
small shopping trips.

Size:

Material:

46 x 12 x 36 CM

Corduroy

28756 2875828757
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Norländer Vintage Ribble Backpack

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable thanks to 
the corduroy ribble pattern. 

The opening of the main compartment can be closed with 
a zipper. Thereafter this bag can be folded and closed with  
black coloured snap closures. The front and back pocket 
can also be closed with a zipper. The back pocket being 
exceptionally useful for keychains etc.

Size:

Material:

36 x 17 x 46 CM

Corduroy

28642 28645

Norländer Vintage Ribble Weekend Bag

This cool and simultaneously sporty weekendbag is easily 
recognizable thanks to the corduroy ribble pattern.

The main compartment is closeable thanks to a zipper 
and the inside contains a smaller compartment to put 
away smaller items. The top of the bag contains 2 carrying 
handles which can be attached together with Velcro. The 
shoulder band is detachable and adjustable.

Size:

Material:

52 x 27 x 31 CM

Corduroy

28643 28646

Norländer Vintage Ribble
Cooler Bag

This well isolated cooler bag is recognizable thanks to the 
corduroy ribble pattern. 

The main compartment can be closed with a 2 zippers. In 
addition to that, the shoulder band is adjustable. The top 
contains two handles which makes it easy to carry the 
bag around by hand. Last but not least is a closeable front 
pocket where you can put away keychains etc.

Size:

Material:

29 x 23 x 31 CM

Corduroy + PEVA Cool lining

28644 28647
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Norländer Twill Sports Bag

This classy Twill Sportsbag will make sure you can go out 
carefree. The inside is neatly finished and provides an extra 
compartment for small items.

The bag is easily closeable thanks to the zipper. In addition 
to that, the bag comes with 2 carrying handles, and a firm 
shoulder band which can be detached. The front pocket is 
closeable thanks to Velcro.

Size:

Material:

53 x 25 x 27 CM

230 Twill Polyester

28704

Norländer Twill Weekend Bag / Backpack

Solid weekendbag which can easily be transformed into a 
backpack. The bottom half of the weekendbag will function 
like the back of a backpack if worn like one. The shoulder 
straps are neatly finished and implemented into the 
backside. That way it is up to you how you want to wear 
it. The inside is lined with a spacious main compartment, 
and a smaller one which can be closed with a zipper. If you 
decide to use this item as a weekendbag, it can be carried 
using the 2 handles on the top or the adjustable shoulder 
band. 

Size:

Material:

57 x 28 x 31 CM

230 Twill Polyester

28705

Norländer Twill Backpack

This cool Twill Backpack is fully equipped in all aspects. The 
inside is neatly lined out and provides a divider for your 
laptop. Because it is a fairly high model, you won’t have to 
worry about any lack of space.

The backpack contains 3 compartments on the front side 
which are all closeable via a zipper. The carrying handle 
on the top and the firm shoulder strap are provided with 
a foam coating which give you ultimate comfort. The 
characteristic Dull PU elements give this backpack the 
ultimate look!

Size:

Material:

30 x 23 x 49 CM

230 Twill Polyester

28706
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

NRL69 Backpack

Comfortable backpack with plenty of space in the inner 
compartment. The inside is equipped with a mesh pocket 
where you can store small items such as keys.

The bag can be closed at the top with a zip and has sturdy 
shoulder handles. On the front there is an extra storage 
compartment which can also be closed with a zip.

Size:

Material:

31 x 13 x 41 CM

Melange Polyester

28752 28754

NRL69 Sports Bag

With this sturdy NRL69 Sportsbag you can get out on the 
road carefree. This model offers sufficient storage space 
for your belongings and can be closed with a zip.

The bag has 2 handles, but also a shoulder strap which is 
detachable. At the front there is a small front pocket with 
zip for smaller items.

Size:

Material:

50 x 25 x 25 CM

Melange Polyester

28753 28755
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Norländer Picknick Backpack

This attractive picnic backpack is ideal for a fun and cosy 
picnic afternoon. The bag provides a complete cutlery set 
for 2.

The front compartment provides a separate cooler bag. 
The front side of the bag is completely water repellent and 
you can close it thanks to a zipper and snap buckles. The 
main compartment can be opened with a double zipper.

Size:

Material:

31 x 18 x 41 CM

Coated fabric + 600D Polyester + PEVA

28594 2859628595 28597
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Norländer Outdoor Backpack

This spacious water repellent outdoor backpack can be 
used for many purposes and is equipped with loads of 
useful functions. The main compartment comes with 
plenty of storage and with a laptop divider. The top of the 
bag is foldable and closeable thanks to a zipper.

Thereafter you can close the main compartment with the 
2 present buckles. The frontside of the bag gives you the 
opportunity to store any extra luggage thanks to the elastic 
bands. The carabiner gives you the possibility to link any 
drink bottles or keychains to. 

Size:

Material:

27 x 18 x 44 CM

Water Repellent Polyester

28700 28702

Norländer Outdoor Duffle Bag

This cool, sporty and water repellent weekendbag is 
equipped with a spacious main compartment with a 
zipper. The 2 firm carrying straps will give you ultimate 
comfort and can even be fitted into 1 carrying band thanks 
to Velcro. 

In addition, the sturdy shoulder strap is very easy to adjust. 
The main compartment also provides a smaller storage 
compartment with zipper. 

Size:

Material:

50 x 23 x 24 CM

Water Repellent Polyester

28701 28703
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Norländer S.G. Cool Backpack

This hip and eco-friendly cooler backpack made of RPET 
material is ideal for when you’re going out for the day. 
Besides being able to store your everyday stuff, the bag 
also has an eye-catching detail. The bottom compartment 
is a full cooling compartment that can be closed with a zip. 
The bag has been produced from 10 recycled PET bottles. 
At the side of the bag there is a storage compartment with 
elastic for a water bottle, for example, and there is also an 
extra storage compartment at the back. An extra band 
at the back makes it easy to attach the bag to a trolley 
handle. This bag also comes in a 100% recycled polybag.

Size:

Material:

31 x 17 x 45 CM

RPET Polyester + PVC Polyester + 210D Lining

28715 2871728716 2871928718

10 plastic bottles
were recycled

to produce this bag.
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Norländer Cooler Backpack

Whether you are going out for the day or to work, all your 
food and drinks will stay cool in this backpack thanks to 
the spacious cooler pocket! The top is easy to close with 
a buckle. 

In addition, the bag has a lockable pocket on the back 
where small items can be stored.

Size:

Material:

30 x 18 x 48 CM

Two Tone Polyester + PEVA Cool lining

28625 2864828626 28649
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SENZA To Sit To Cooler Bag

This extra high and strong cooler bag is reinforced on the 
sides and therefore suitable to sit on. On the inside, the bag 
is fully lined with cool foil. 

This bag is fully foldable and therefore easy to store or 
transport as a flat package. Also equipped with a handy 
adjustable carrying strap.

Size:

Material:

28 x 28 x 36 CM

Two Tone Polyester + + PEVA Cool lining

28526 2852828527 24693
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Norländer Beach & Cool Bag

This spacious beach- and cool bag with a content of 
approximately 23 liters is a great travel partner for a 
daytrip. The lower compartment is a cooling bag lined with 
cooling foil that will keep all your drinks cool. The upper 
compartment lends itself for all your other belongings for 
a nice day out.

Size:

Material:

37 x 16 x 40 CM

Polyester + Mesh

28533 2855728534
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BASED ON ART.28594

STOCK COLOUR

Choose between the different colours 
we already have in stock.

LOGO PRINT

We can also provide subtle branding by 
printing your logo with a tone on tone 
style.

PRINT STYLE

The most commonly used printing 
technique for our bags is screen 
printing.

LOGO PRINT

Place your company logo or text on a 
bag of choice. Your logo can be printed 
in 2 colours. MAX. 2 PMS/CMYK Colours.

LOGO POSITION

We will advice you to choose the 
perfect size and position of your logo.

BASED ON ART.24693

POSSIBILITIES BAGS || LOCAL

It is possible to provide any bag with..

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices.50

PRINTING &
LOGO OPTIONS

s t o c k  i t e m s



BASED ON ART.28747

PMS COLOUR

Customize the base and zipper of the 
bicycle bag with your PMS colours of 
choice.

LOGO DEBOSSING

Customize the bicycle bag with a subtle 
debossed company brand.

CUSTOM LABEL

Customize the label of the bag by 
colour or by printing your logo on it.

POSSIBILITIES BAGS || FAR EAST

It is possible to provide any bag with..

•  Logo printed innerl ining
• Zipperpul ler type / material
•  Pr int or embossing on pul lers
• Customized sidelabel
• Ful l  colour hangtag
• Kraft hangtag
• A woven, rubber or PU patch 
• Logo print
• Logo embossing or debossing
• PMS coloured base
• PMS coloured piping or l ining
• PMS coloured innerl ining

BASED ON ART.28745

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices. 51

PRIVATE LABEL
f a r  e a s t  p r o d u c t i o n
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Norländer Thermo Travel Mug

This stainless steel drinking mug with sturdy handle has a 
modern look. The mug is ideal for travelling and keeping 
your favourite drinks warm for at least 5 hours. 

Besides being able to hold your coffee or hot chocolate, the 
mug also has an easy-to-remove tea filter on the inside, so 
you can put your favourite tea herbs in hot water.

Size:

Content:

8,5 x 11,5 x 16,5 CM

400ml

28689 2869128690

Material: Stainless Steel 53
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Norländer Multifunctional Fire
Maker

Will you master the art of making fire with this handy fire 
stick? The chance of being voted out of office during an 
Island Council meeting will be very slim indeed. As well as 
making sparks fly, this item is also multifunctional. 

The spark scraper can also be used as a ruler and a beer 
opener. Survival has never been easier!

Size:

Material:

5,2 x 2,5 x 12,8 CM // Ø 2,2 x 12 CM

Metal + Wood

28681

Norländer XL Tripod Grill

With this Norländer XL Tripod Grill you will experience the 
unique outdoor feeling. 

The grill is easy to assemble by clicking all the sticks 
together. In the middle hangs a stainless steel grid and 
when the tripod is placed above the fire, the grilling 
experience can begin. The height of the grid is easily 
adjustable and the complete set can be stored in the 
supplied cover.

Size:

Material:

45,2 x 4 x 46,2 CM // Ø 120 x 140 CM

Metal

28682

Norländer Iron Fire Bowl

Nothing is more cozy than sitting around the fire. This Iron 
Fire Bowl is easy to use and is ideal in the garden. 

You can create a nice warmth and a good atmosphere 
with this iron fire bowl.

Size:

Material:

Ø 48 x 23,5 CM

Metal

9823

Norländer Multifunctional Tool 

With this Norländer Multifunctional Tool you can really 
do anything. It contains a can opener, a knife, a flathead 
screwdriver, a ruler, a bottle opener, a 4-position spanner, 
a wing spanner, a saw, a compass, a 2-position spanner 
and a keyring hole.

In addition, it is very handy that the item is incredibly flat, 
so you can also store the tool in your wallet. The tool comes 
in a nice tin can.

Size:

Material:

9 x 6,2 x 1,8 CM // 4,5 x 6,8 CM 

Stainless Steel

28674
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

SENZA Wine table

Do you also enjoy a lovely glass of wine in the sun, 
but you always have the trouble of holding the glass 
in your hand? Then the SENZA wine table is perfect 
for you!

Because of the lightweight and easy folding function, 
the wine table is very handy to take with you. Great 
for the beach, on holiday or just in your own garden. 
Stick the table in the ground and let the enjoyment 
begin!

Size:

Material:

23 x 6 x 45 CM // 23 x 23 x 30 CM

Wood

24694

SENZA Wooden BBQ Skewers

Prepare the most delicious skewers with these wooden 
skewers. The skewers are packed per 12 pieces in a kraft 
box.

A flavour is engraved on each stick. This can be one of the 
following flavours per stick: salty, spicy, sweet or smokey. 
This way you can vary with different flavours.

Size:

Material:

16,5 x 8,5 x 3,6 CM // 15 CM

Bamboo

24543

NRL69 Picknick Blanket

This spacious picnic blanket is the solution for fun picnic 
trips. The bottom of this rug is equipped with water-
resistant PVC material. Easy to fold and secure with Velcro. 

Size:

Material:

38 x 22 x 8 CM // 150 x 130 CM

Fleece + PVC

28583
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Norländer BBQ Grill Plate

Let the summer begin! With this barbecue you can grill 
the tastiest dishes in no time. The barbecue is completely 
foldable, so you can easily take it everywhere.

* Combine this item with our BBQ Tool (24257)

Size:

Material:

44 x 22 x 10 CM // 55 x 22 x 26,5 CM

Metal + Stainless Steel

24360

SENZA Grill BBQ with Skewers

Barbecuing, but with a twist! This skewered BBQ makes 
it possible. Make the most delicious combinations with 
vegetables, meat or fish on the skewer.

This way, you can enjoy the lovely summer evenings even 
more! This item comes with a serving board for serving and 
eight skewers measuring up to 20 cm in length.

Size:

Material:

36 x 13,5 x 11,5 CM

Metal + Paulownia Wood

24542

SENZA BBQ Skewerless Skewer

With this Skewerless Skewer, you can quickly and easily 
make the most delicious barbecue skewer.

The skewer can be filled not only with meat, but also with 
fresh vegetables. Everything stays together because it is 
roasted all round. The long handle allows you to turn the 
skewer. Because the skewer is easy to open, you no longer 
need to take the grilled food off it.

Size:

Material:

49,5 x 4 x 3,5 CM

Metal + Wood

24539

SENZA Marshmellow Skewerless Skewer

Thanks to this skewer, you can quickly and easily make 
the most delicious marshmallows on the barbecue or in 
the fire pit. It is a fun way to warm up the marshmallows 
and because of the long handle, you can easily rotate this 
product.

Size:

Material:

49,5 x 4 x 3,5 CM

Metal + Wood

24553
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SENZA Steak Thermometer 

Prepare the most delicious pieces of meat using this 
practical Steak Thermometer. It is suitable for every piece 
of meat, fish or poultry. 

The thermometer indicates the right temperature for each 
type of meat. The thermometer can also be used for dishes 
in the oven or pan.

Size:

Material:

5,5 x 12 CM

Stainless Steel

24536

SENZA Grill & Serve Recipe Jar

Get the best and most delicious inspiration for barbecue 
dishes from this Grill & Serve Recipe Jar. 

This jar contains a total of 50 cards with not only delicious 
recipes for the barbecue, but also tasty dishes to go with 
it. Surprise everyone with these tasty ideas and let your 
creativity run wild.

Size:

Material:

10 x 10 x 15 CM

Glass + Cork

24550

SENZA Grill & Serve Rub & Spices Jar

This elegant pot is perfect for storing delicious herb mixes 
for your grill dishes. The pot has a matt black look and 
a cork lid. There is space on the card to write down the 
contents of the jar.

* Excellent to combine with article 24550 – SENZA Grill & 
Serve Recipe Jar

Size:

Material:

7,5 x 7,5 x 10 CM

Glass + Cork

24551

SENZA BBQ Smoker Box

This barbecue smoke box gives your meat or fish a 
delicious smoky flavour. 

The smoke box can be filled with various types of 
wood chips and then placed on the grid or between 
the coals. This takes the barbecue experience to the 
next level.

Size:

Material:

16 x 11 x 5 CM

Stainless Steel

24538
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

SENZA BBQ Tong

A real man isn’t happy unless he can turn delicious pieces 
of meat on the grill with these fine barbecue tongs. 

These long barbecue tongs should not be missed during 
a cosy barbecue. The tongs have a clever locking system 
and can be easily hung up with the eyelet.

Size:

Material:

40,5 x 4,5 x 4 CM

Metal

24547

SENZA BBQ Locking Tong 23 cm

Thanks to these kitchen tongs, you can flip your meat in the 
pan or on the barbecue in no time at all. The tongs can be 
squeezed smoothly and are comfortable to hold.

In addition, the tongs have a handy locking system and you 
can easily hang up this kitchen tool.

Size:

Material:

27 x 4,5 x 4 CM

Metal + Wood

24537

SENZA BBQ Spatula

Become a real grill master with this barbecue spatula and 
flip a burger with ease. The spatula has a wide surface, 
allowing you to flip the meat in one go. 

In addition, the spatula is extra long, which prevents your 
hands from getting too close to the fire. The eyelet on the 
blade makes it easy to hang up the BBQ tool.

Size:

Material:

46 x 10 x 3,5 CM

Metal

24548

SENZA BBQ Brush

This BBQ Brush is essential in the kitchen and on the 
barbecue. You can use the brush to grease the barbecue, 
the meat and other food. 

The brush has a long format which means you don’t have 
to get your hands too close to the fire. The silicone brush 
can easily be removed from the metal handle for cleaning.

Size:

Material:

40,5 x 4,5 x 4 CM

Metal + Silicone

24549
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

SENZA BBQ Apron PU Full

This luxury apron is made from fire-resistant premium 
PU leather and is ideal to use in the kitchen or during a 
barbecue. 

The apron has an adjustable strap around the neck for 
optimal comfort. Two straps allow you to tie the apron 
around your back, making it suitable for every posture. 
The two pockets on the front offer enough space to store 
cooking / barbecue utensils. The loop on the front can be 
used to hang up a cloth or tool.

Size:

Material:

62 x 83 CM

PU Leather

24544

SENZA BBQ Apron PU Half

This luxury apron is made from fire-resistant premium 
PU leather and is ideal to use in the kitchen or while 
barbecuing. 

The two straps allow you to tie the apron around the waist, 
making it suitable for every posture. The two pockets on 
the front offer enough space to store cooking / barbecue 
utensils. A cloth or tool can be hung up on the loops on the 
front.

Size:

Material:

63 x 56,6 CM

PU Leather

24545
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Norländer Glass Bottle

This stylish glass drinking bottle has a silicone sleeve. This 
gives you extra grip and protects the bottle from falling. 

The wooden cap gives the bottle a stylish look. The cord at 
the top can be used to hang up the product.

Size:

Content:

6,5 x 6,5 x 23 CM

500ml

28675 2867728676

Norländer Stainless Steel Bottle

This Norländer drinking bottle is perfect for on the go! The 
bottle is made of high-quality stainless steel and can 
therefore stand up to a lot of wear and tear. The handle 
makes it easy to attach the bottle to your bag. 

It’s also handy that the bottle has a wide opening, so that 
you can easily add ice cubes, herbs or fruit units to your 
drink. After use, the bottle can be washed in the dishwasher. 
The cap, however, has to be washed by hand.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7 x 25,5 CM

750ml

28680

Material: Stainless Steel

Material: Glass + Wood
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Norländer Bicycle Phone Holder

Navigate safely on your bike to your destination with 
this Universal Phone Holder for your bike.

The holder is made of silicone and suitable for 
all common phones. Very easy to attach to the 
handlebar.

Size:

Material:

13 x 7 x 5 CM

Silicone

28586

Norländer Set of 2 Reflective Bracelets and 
Trouser Clips

With this reflection set, you will be noticed quickly and 
reach your destination safely in the dark. The set consists 
of 2 bracelets and 2 anklets. These are equipped with 
yellow reflection material so you will be seen well. Perfect 
for walking, running or cycling.

Size:

Material:

12,5 x 10,5 x 3,8 CM

Reflection Material

28673
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SENZA Insect Hotel Ladybirds

Give nature a helping hand in your own garden! Ladybirds 
are looking for a dry and safe haven in autumn and winter. 

By hanging this bee hotel in your garden, you give them a 
nice place to stay during the cold months. Did you know 
that ladybirds are popular insects? They do no harm and 
eat aphids.

Size:

Material:

15 x 5,7 x 13,3 CM

Wood

24692

SENZA Insect Hotel Bees

Give nature a helping hand in your own garden! Bees are 
looking for a dry and safe shelter in autumn and winter.

By hanging this bee hotel in your garden, you give them a 
nice place to stay during the cold months. Did you know 
that bees are very useful insects? Bees are pollinators of 
flowers and fruit.

Size:

Material:

15 x 5,7 x 13,3 CM

Wood

24691

SENZA Insect Hotel Butterfly

Give nature a helping hand in your own garden! Butterflies 
are looking for a dry and cosy home to live in during 
autumn and winter.

By hanging this butterfly hotel in your garden, you give 
butterflies a nice place to live during the cold months. 
Did you know that butterflies are very useful insects? They 
pollinate flowers so that new flowers can grow.

Size:

Material:

15 x 6,3 x 13,3 CM

Wood

24690
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

SENZA Flower Press Book

With the flower press booklet you can easily create 
your own dried flowers.

Open the booklet and place the flowers between the 
two handmade paper sheets. Close it again and pull 
the straps tight. Let the flowers dry for 5 days and 
then decorate!

Size:

Material:

12 x 16,5 x 4 CM

Paper + Sponge

24615

SENZA Transparant Birdhouse

This cheerful bird house can be easily hung outside by 
means of the 3 suction cups. The whole thing can therefore 
be stuck to smooth surfaces such as a window. The house 
also contains a feeding bowl. 

Thanks to the fact that the bird house is transparent, you 
can easily see the birds eating from your living room.

Size:

Material:

15,5 x 15,1 x 7,3 CM

Acrylic

24287

SENZA Hyacinth Birdhouse

This decorative bird house is made of dried hyacinth and 
looks very pretty in the garden. 

The birds will quickly feel at home in this little bird house. 
The house can be hung up using the string provided.

Size:

Material:

24 x 11,5 x 11,5 CM

Hyacinth + Rope

24289
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Coolelement Deepcool Gel

Cooling element for every cooler bag or coolbox. Filled with 
a special gel to guarantee a long lasting cooling effect.

This cooling element is the perfect size for our 24 liter 
coolboxes.

Size:

Material:

18,5 x 8,5 x 3 CM

Polythyleen HD + Glycerine

T400

Coolbox Deluxe 10ltr

This coolbox has the perfect size to use as lunchbox or to 
carry bottles for a day on the beach.

There is enough room for 6 bottles of 0.5 liter.

Size:

Material:

30 x 19 x 28 CM

Polypropylene

8070 9510

Coolbox Deluxe 24ltr

Ideal for a picnic or a day at the beach! Because of the 
large size you have the possibility to take a lot with you.

 On the inside you’ll find a rails that fits 2 cooling elements 
(T400). Suited for 1.5 liter bottles. 

Size:

Material:

40 x 24 x 38 CM

Polypropylene

T915 95248468
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SENZA Water Bottle Hand
Warmer

Never have cold hands again with this reusable 
hand warmer from SENZA. The hand warmer has a 
nice pattern and is easy to bring along thanks to its 
small size.

Bend the metal disc until it clicks to activate the gel. 
The hand warmer heats up immediately and stays 
warm for up to 30 minutes. By boiling the item for 
about 5-10 minutes, it will regain its original shape 
and can be reused.

Size:

Material:

12 x 7 x 1 CM

PVC + Sodium Acetate

13007 1300913008
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BASED ON ART.24544BASED ON ART.9510

POSSIBILITIES OUTDOOR || LOCAL

It is possible to provide our outdoor 
products with..

LOGO PRINT

It is possible to provide our products 
with your own company logo print. 
MAX. 2 Colours.

STOCK COLOUR

Choose between the different colours 
we already have in stock.

LOGO PRINT

We can also provide subtle branding by 
printing your logo with a tone on tone 
style.

PRINT STYLE

The most commonly used printing 
technique for our products is screen 
printing.

POSSIBILITIES OUTDOOR || LOCAL

It is possible to provide our outdoor 
products with..

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices.66

PRINTING &
LOGO OPTIONS

s t o c k  i t e m s



POSSIBILITIES OUTDOOR || FAR EAST

It is possible to provide our outdoor 
products with..

• PMS colour of choice

• Full colour doming badge

• Logo engraving

• Full colour logo print

• Customized show box

BASED ON ART.24888 BASED ON ART.28689

LOGO PRINT

It is possible to provide a product with 
your own company logo print.

PMS COLOUR

It is possible to customize the base of a 
product with your PMS colour of choice.

LOGO POSITION

We will advice you to choose the 
perfect size and position of your logo.

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices. 67

PRIVATE LABEL
f a r  e a s t  p r o d u c t i o n
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Norländer Daily Hydrate Bottle

With this practical drinking bottle you can ensure that you 
drink enough every day! 

On the side of the bottle you can see how much you need 
to drink per hour to get enough fluid. Ideal for daily use or 
during sports.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 27,5 CM

1000ml

28693 28694

Norländer Workout Dices

Looking for extra variety during your workout? With the 
Norländer Workout Dice, boring workouts are a thing of the 
past. 

Throw both dice to determine an exercise and an amount 
or duration. The dice are ideal for groups during exercise 
classes but also for individual use. The workout dice are 
suitable for indoor and outdoor training.

Size:

Material:

5,5 x 5,5 x 5,5 CM

Synthetic

28678

Material: PP + Metal

Norländer LED Jump Rope

Rope jumping has never been this much fun! The Norländer 
Jumping Rope is illuminated by LED lights and runs on 4 
AAA batteries. 

Besides, it is a great product to work on your stamina, to 
burn fat and, above all, to have a lot of fun with.

Size:

Material:

27,1 x 19,6 x 5 CM // Ø 4,2 x 280 CM 

ABS + PVC + TPU

28684 28685
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Norländer Fitness Tracker

This handy Fitness Tracker is a must-have while exercising 
or walking. 

You can not only read off the time, but also the number of 
steps you have been taking. You can also easily see how 
many calories you have burned. The device is powered by 
a button cell battery that is included.

Size:

Material:

25 x 2,5 x 1,5 CM

Plastic

28588

Norländer Fitness Set in Mesh Bag

4-piece exercise set to train (almost) every muscle group. 
The resistance cable is one of the most versatile parts of 
the set. The possibilities are almost endless! Use resistance 
objects, arms and legs to train different muscle groups.

The skipping rope is an excellent calorie burner and 
stamina improver. The pinch dumbbells strengthen your 
forearm and hands. Two parts of the body that are used 
intensively. Are you ready to get this workout going?

Size:

Material:

21 x 15 x 6 CM

Plastic + Foam

28670

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Norländer Fitness Mat

This Norländer Fitness Mat is suitable for all kinds of different 
fitness exercises.

The mat is comfortable and therefore ideal for all kinds of 
workouts. The mat is also lightweight, which makes it easy 
to carry under your arm. The mat has an anti-slip layer so 
that it does not shift during your workout.

Size:

Material:

Ø 11 x 58 CM // 172 x 58 CM

Polyethylene

28671

Norländer Fitness Band

You will be back in shape in no time after the holidays 
thanks to this fitness band! 

The elastic band is perfect for putting extra weight on the 
upper and lower body during your workout. On the inside of 
the packaging you will find 3 effective fitness exercises that 
will help you reach your goal even faster.

Size:

Material:

26 x 5,5 x 3 CM // 100 CM

Rubber

28672
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SENZA Fit Together Cardgame (EN)

Do you also think it is important to stay fit at home? Then 
this card game is just the thing for you! The game consists 
of a set of 50 cards with 100 sportive tasks to keep you 
FIT. Make sure you have a varied work-out every day by 
drawing a few cards and doing the exercises as described.
 
The cards are divided as follows:

40 Cards with 80 exercises
5 Challenge cards with 10 challenges
5 Combi cards with 10 combinations

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Paper

13047

SENZA Samen Fit Kaartspel (NL)

Do you also think it is important to stay fit at home? Then 
this card game is just the thing for you! The game consists 
of a set of 50 cards with 100 sportive tasks to keep you 
FIT. Make sure you have a varied work-out every day by 
drawing a few cards and doing the exercises as described.
 
The cards are divided as follows:

40 Cards with 80 exercises
5 Challenge cards with 10 challenges
5 Combi cards with 10 combinations

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Paper

12988 12990

SENZA Fitpot (NL)

Do you also think it is important to stay fit at home? Then 
this fit pot is just the thing for you! The game consists of a 
set of 50 cards with 100 sportive tasks to keep you FIT. Make 
sure you have a varied work-out every day by drawing a 
few cards and doing the exercises as described.
 
The cards are divided as follows:

40 Cards with 80 exercises
5 Challenge cards with 10 challenges
5 Combi cards with 10 combinations

Size:

Material:

Ø 10 x 14 CM

Glass + Paper

12984 12989
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SENZA Flat Plate Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This dinner plate is made of porcelain and has a beautiful 
organic shape.

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

30 x 28 x 2,8 CM

Porcelain

24900 24907
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SENZA Tapas Plate Mikos 27x20CM

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This rectangular tapas plate is made of porcelain and has 
a beautiful edge. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

27 x 20 x 2,5 CM

Porcelain

24903 24910

SENZA Tapas Plate Mikos 35x15CM

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This rectangular tapas plate is made of porcelain and has 
a beautiful edge. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

35 x 15 x 2,5 CM

Porcelain

24905 24912

SENZA Pasta Plate Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. This 
pasta plate is made of porcelain and has a beautiful rim. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

Ø 27,5 x 6 CM

Porcelain

24906 24913

SENZA Tapas Plate Mikos 18x13CM

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This rectangular tapas plate is made of porcelain and has 
a beautiful edge. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

18 x 13 x 2,5 CM

Porcelain

24904 24911

SENZA Deep Plate Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware 
line. This deep plate is made of porcelain and has a 
beautiful organic shape. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for 
a complete table setting. Decorating the table 
has never been so much fun! The tableware is 
dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

22 x 20 x 5,3 CM

Porcelain

24901 24908

SENZA Bowl Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This bowl is made of porcelain and has a beautiful organic 
shape. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

17,5 x 16 x 6,8 CM

Porcelain

24902 24909
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SENZA Bowl Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This bowl is made of porcelain and has a beautiful organic 
shape. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

17,5 x 16 x 6,8 CM

Porcelain

24902 24909

SENZA Tapas Plate Mikos 18x13CM

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This rectangular tapas plate is made of porcelain and has 
a beautiful edge. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

18 x 13 x 2,5 CM

Porcelain

24904 24911

SENZA Tapas Plate Mikos 35x15CM

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This rectangular tapas plate is made of porcelain and has 
a beautiful edge. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

35 x 15 x 2,5 CM 

Porcelain

24905 24912

SENZA Tapas Plate Mikos 27x20CM

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This rectangular tapas plate is made of porcelain and has 
a beautiful edge. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

27 x 20 x 2,5 CM

Porcelain

24903 24910

SENZA Deep Plate Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This deep plate is made of porcelain and has a beautiful 
organic shape. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

22 x 20 x 5,3 CM

Porcelain

24901 24908

SENZA Pasta Plate Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. This 
pasta plate is made of porcelain and has a beautiful rim. 

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

Ø 27,5 x 6 CM

Porcelain

24906 24913
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SENZA Serving Bowls Kenji

Bowls are indispensable in every household, and this great 
set even more so! Use the bowls to serve small appetizers, 
snacks and dips. The smallest bowl is also very handy to 
put a tea bag on.

After use, the bowls can easily be washed in the dishwasher. 
The two bowls are packed together by means of a jute 
string. This makes it a perfect present.  

Size:

Material:

Ø 10 x 5,6 CM

Porcelain

24851 2485324852 24854

SENZA Flat Plate Mikos

Tough, sleek and stylish, that’s our Mikos tableware line. 
This dinner plate is made of porcelain and has a beautiful 
organic shape.

Combine it with our other Mikos tableware for a complete 
table setting. Decorating the table has never been so much 
fun! The tableware is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Material:

30 x 28 x 2,8 CM

Porcelain

24900 24907
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SENZA Placemats /2

Something that should not be missing at the table are 
placemats! 

These stylish SENZA placemats keep the table clean and 
decorate the table in a cosy way. The round braided 
placemats are packed in a set of two.

Size:

Material:

Ø 38,5 x 0,5 CM

Polypropylene

24626 2462824627 24629
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SENZA Starry Table Runner

Turn a boring table into a beautiful party table with this 
SENZA table runner. The table runner has golden stars and 
is therefore ideal for the holidays. 

Besides Christmas, you could also use the table runner for 
other festive occasions!

Size:

Material:

Ø 5,5 x 36 CM // 300 x 35 CM

Polyester

24872 24873
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SENZA Napkins /16

This cheerful set of napkins consists of 16 units. Unfolded, the 
napkins have a standard size of 33 x 33 cm. Thanks to the 
different themes, these sets are perfect for all occasions.

Themes:

Size:

Material:

16 x 16 x 1 CM // 33 x 33 CM

Paper

24636

24776

24638

24778

24637

24777

2464324639

24779

Food Club
Confetti
Have Fun

Memories
Grill & Serve
Black & Gold

Happy Cooking
Proeverij
Blue & White
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SENZA Tasting Chalkboards on
Stand /3

The SENZA chalkboards are perfect for every dinner party! 
Place the chalkboards next to the different dishes during a 
buffet or tasting or write down the names of the guests on 
the boards for the table arrangement. 

This item comes with 1 piece of chalk.

Size:

Material:

24 x 12 x 2 CM // 9,3 x 19,2 CM 

MDF + Chalkboard

24517

SENZA Tasting Chalkboards in 
Holder /4

The SENZA chalkboards are perfect for every dinner party! 
Place the chalkboards next to the different dishes during a 
buffet or tasting or write down the names of the guests on 
the boards for the table arrangement. 

This item comes with 1 piece of chalk.

Size:

Material:

13,5 x 11,5 x 3 CM // 7,5 x 5 CM

MDF + Chalkboard

24518

SENZA Chalkboard Cocktail 
Picks /6

These cheerful cocktail sticks will give any product a nice 
appearance. Write the name of the dish or the name of 
your guest on the stick for a personal touch! 

This item is supplied with 1 piece of chalk.

Size:

Material:

15 x 9 x 1,5 CM // 5 x 10 CM

Paper + Wood

24519

SENZA Cocktail Picks Star /10

These elegant star-shaped cocktail sticks are ideal 
for serving appetizers. Or add a festive touch to your 
cocktail with a cocktail stick and olive. 

The set consists of 10 pieces and will be delivered in 
a fancy showbox.

Size:

Material:

16 x 11 x 3,5 CM // 14 x 3 x 0,5 CM

Wood

24522 24523
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SENZA Set of Two Champagne Glasses /2

These remarkable champagne glasses should certainly 
not be missing on a festive occasion. The glasses are 
characterized by the decorative dot pattern. 

Size:

Content:

16 x 17 x 7 CM // Ø 5 x 15 CM

250ml

24359

SENZA Tumbler Glasses /2

Set of two luxury drinking glasses. The glasses are suitable 
for strong drinks such as whisky, but can also be used 
perfectly for water, coffee, chocolate milk or a cocktail!

Size:

Content:

20 x 10 x 11 CM // Ø 8,5 x 9 CM

300ml

24514

SENZA Longdrink Glasses /2

Set of two elegant long drink glasses. The glasses have a 
shiny gold edge and are suitable for serving various drinks. 

How about a summer cocktail or a hot chocolate? The 
SENZA long drink glasses make every drink look festive!

Size:

Content:

18 x 8,5 x 16 CM // Ø 7 x 15 CM

300ml

24515

Material: Glass

Material: Glass

Material: Glass80
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SENZA Ceramic Mug

Beautiful mug for both cold and hot drinks. The mug is 
made of ceramic and is topped off with a hard, coloured 
glaze. 

The mug is recognisable by its unique design. A subtle 
colour variation can be seen per item.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,9 x 7,8 CM

200ml

24664 2466624665 24667

Material: Ceramic 81
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SENZA Mug Soho

This will be your new favourite mug for coffee or tea! This 
trendy mug is made of porcelain and provided with a glaze 
layer. The mug has a large ear for a firm grip. The outside of 
the mug is matt and the inside is shiny. 

The Soho mug is dishwasher safe.

Size:

Content:

9 x Ø 9 x 13 CM

300ml

24864 24865

Material: Porcelain82
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SENZA Ceramic Mug 314ml

Recharge your batteries with the SENZA Ceramic 
Mug! The mugs are made of ceramic and have 
a solid glaze. All the mugs have a large ear and 
features a nice print with fun text.

Size:

Content:

8 x Ø 5,5 x 10 CM

314ml

24668 2467024669 2467224671

Material: Ceramic
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SENZA Tasting Table With 4 Glasses

With this luxury Tasting Table you can serve up to 4 drinks 
in an original way. For example, think of 4 different kinds of 
whiskey or beer! 

The supplied tasting glasses fit precisely in the round 
notches on the board, which keeps them stable. The withal 
handles also provide a firm grip and a sturdy look. With the 
chalk surfaces and the included chalk, you can easily write 
down the names and/or rating per drink. In short, a real 
eye-catcher for your table!

Size:

Material:

41,6 x 13 x 15,3 CM // 35 x 15,2 x 7 CM

Chalkboard + Glass + Wood

24885

SENZA Beer and Wine Tasting
Cards (NL)

Get even more fun out of drinking beer and/or wine with 
these fun Tasting Cards. Test and evaluate the taste, colour 
and, of course, the smell. 

The set consists of 30 cards and are printed double-sided. 
Therefore, there are 30 beer tasting cards, 28 wine tasting 
cards and 2 aroma circles in the set.  

Taste, enjoy and assess your beer or wine.

Size:

Material:

26 x 12 x 1 CM

Carton

13005

SENZA “Keur Mijn Bier” Coasters
(NL)

Get more fun out of drinking a beer with these fun “Keur 
Mijn Bier” coasters. These beer coasters are packed per 20 
pieces by means of a string and are printed on both sides. 

Each side of the felt has a fun drinking game and on the 
other side you can evaluate the beer.

*Only available in Dutch.

Size:

Material:

9,3 x 9,3 x 2,7 CM

Carton

13006
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SENZA Reindeer Bottle Opener

Opening a bottle has never been so much fun With 
this withal bottle opener in the shape of a reindeer. 

This eye-catcher is gold in colour and will certainly 
steal the show during the holidays!

Size:

Material:

7 x 1,5 x 13,5 CM

Metal

24924

SENZA Reindeer Cork

Reusable wine cork with decorative reindeer design. Fits 
all regular wine bottles. A treat to put on the table for 
Christmas!

Size:

Material:

11,5 x 6,5 x 6 CM

Cork + Polyresin

24508 24509
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SENZA Reusable Rainbow Ice 
Cubes

The SENZA cooling stones give your drink a festive look and 
ensure that it stays nice and cold without losing its taste! 
After use, they can be easily rinsed and reused. Place the 
stones in the freezer for at least four hours before use.

Size:

Material:

11 x 2,8 x 13,5 CM // 2,8 x 2,8 x 2,8 CM

Polyethylene

24884

SENZA Lemon Ice Cubes Tray

Let the summer season begin with these ice cream sticks 
in the shape of lemon slices! Fill the mould with water and 
place the sticks in it. Once done, place them in the freezer 
for at least 8 hours. 

You can also fill the moulds with water and small lime or 
lemon slices to cool your favourite drinks in a stylish way. 
This way, it doesn’t only cool down but it also gives an extra 
taste to your drink.

Size:

Material:

11,8 x 19 x 2,1 CM

Silicone

24505 24506
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SENZA Lunchbox 1100ml

This trendy lunchbox is ideal for travelling. It consists 
of two compartments. The upper compartment with 
its transparent lid offers space for the cutlery set that 
comes with it. The main compartment is divided into 
two spacious compartments. 

The cutlery set included in the set consists of a knife 
and spoon in one and a fork.

Size:

Material:

20,5 x 12,5 x 7,5 CM

Polypropylene + Polystyrene + Silicone

24887 2488924888

SENZA Lunchbox with Coolingpack

This lunchbox is equipped with a cooling element, a knife 
and a fork. Thanks to the cooling element, the lunch box 
can stay out of the fridge for a longer period of time. With 
the supplied cutlery it is possible to use it as a salad box.

Size:

Material:

18 x 18 x 8,5 CM

Plastic

24455

SENZA Salad Shaker

Use this salad shaker for a healthy trip! Leave your lunch 
box at home and enjoy a delicious fresh salad. The 
compartment in the middle of the salad shaker ensures 
that the croutons stay crunchy all day long. 

There is also a fork attached to the side of the cup. Add the 
dressing, shake it and your salad is ready. That will be a 
delicious salad!

Size:

Material:

11 x 11 x 19,5 CM

Polypropylene

24673
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SENZA Pizza Stone

Picture yourself in Italy and prepare the most delicious 
pizzas on this SENZA pizza stone. Use the stone in the oven 
or on a barbecue with lid.

The stone has a diameter of 33 centimeters and can also 
be used to bake bread, cakes, biscuits or other doughy 
dishes.

Size:

Material:

34 x 34 x 2,5 CM // Ø 33 x 1,0 CM

Cordierite + Kaolinite

24886

SENZA BIG Pizza Cutter

With the solid Big Pizza Cutter, you can cut pizzas in no time 
at all. The pizza cutter has a comfortable handle and its 
ergonomic shape ensures direct transmission of power. 

The cutting edge easily cuts through any pizza base, so you 
can enjoy your pizza right away!

Size:

Material:

17,5 x 19 x 4,5 CM

Metal

24530

SENZA Pizza Cutter

Every pizza lover needs a fine pizza cutter! This model is 
suitable for cutting both thin and thick pizzas.

The pizza cutter is made of stainless steel and has a solid 
handle.

Size:

Material:

25 x 13 x 2,2 CM

Stainless Steel

24532
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SENZA Garlic Press

This garlic press makes preparing garlic a breeze. The 
rounded shape and the handle allow you to press the 
garlic without getting your hands dirty. With one simple 
movement you crush the garlic and it is ready for use. 

In addition to its luxurious and modern appearance, the 
garlic press also features a bottle opener. The press can be 
easily cleaned after use by rinsing it under the tap.

Size:

Material:

10,3 x  5,2 x 6,5 CM

Stainless Steel

24866 24867

SENZA Garlic Press

This garlic press makes preparing garlic a breeze. 
The rounded shape and the handle allow you to 
press the garlic without getting your hands dirty. 
With one simple movement you crush the garlic and 
it is ready for use. 

In addition to its luxurious and modern appearance, 
the garlic press also features a bottle opener. The 
press can be easily cleaned after use by rinsing it 
under the tap.

Size:

Material:

10,3 x  5,2 x 6,5 CM

Stainless Steel

24866 24867
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SENZA Kitchen Grater

The classic grater cannot be lacking in the kitchen! The 
grater has a handle on top and 4 different grating options, 
making it suitable for grating cucumber, cheese and 
vegetables, among many other things.

Size:

Material:

24 x 11 x 8,5 CM

Metal

24533

SENZA Soap Bottles /2

This set of 2 glass soap dispensers are not only convenient 
to use, they also look beautiful. The soap dispensers have 
a trendy look with a stylish label and will certainly steal the 
show in any kitchen! 

The bottles are delivered empty and can be used for 
dishwasher soap and hand soap. They can be refilled over 
and over again and are therefore sustainable.

Size:

Material:

15,5 x 7,8 x 21,7 CM

Glass

24737

SENZA Salt & Peppermill Max

This pepper or salt grinder is not only very handy to add 
pepper or salt to your dishes, but is also a real showpiece! 

With its sleek shape and neutral colour, the grinder will 
certainly not look out of place on the table or in the kitchen.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5 x 21,3 CM

Rubberwood

24868 24869
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SENZA Kitchen Towels Finn /2

Do you always keep tea towels and towels out of 
sight? There is absolutely no need to do so with this 
set. Thanks to the beautiful colours, they are a nice 
addition to every kitchen! 

This set of two kitchen towels is completely made of 
100% organic cotton. With this set, you won’t leave 
the dishes lying around any time soon!

Size:

Material:

29 x 18,5 x 2 CM // 55 x 50 CM

Cotton

24848 2485024849
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SENZA Silicone Cupcake Moulds

Make the most delicious cupcakes using these baking 
moulds. The forms are packed per set of four in a cotton 
bag. By using silicone, cupcakes can easily be removed 
from the baking tin. 

They are also suitable for use in the oven and freezer and 
can be washed in the dishwasher.

Size:

Material:

14 x 11,5 x 7,5 CM // Ø 7 x 3,5 CM

Cotton + Silicone

24863

SENZA Cookie Cutters

Making your own biscuits has never been as much fun as 
with the three SENZA biscuit cutters. Roll out the dough to 
about 4-5 mm thick and press the desired shape into the 
dough to make your favourite Christmas biscuits. 

Use the shapes to make biscuits in the forms of Father 
Christmas, a snowman or a Christmas tree. You can find 
some great biscuit recipes on the packaging!

Size:

Material:

25 x 15 x 3 CM // 11 x 7 x 3 CM

Metal

24527

SENZA Cacao Stencil /3

Become a true barista with these three fun stainless steel 
stencils. Make a hot chocolate or cappuccino and place 
a stencil on the froth collar. Sprinkle it with cocoa powder. 
Voilà! Also try it with cinnamon powder or icing sugar. 

This article is also perfect when it comes to decorating 
cakes, biscuits and cup cakes.

Size:

Material:

17,5 x 13,5 x 0,5 CM

Stainless Steel

24507

SENZA Cookie Stamps

Bake the nicest Christmas biscuits with this festive biscuit 
stamp. The biscuit stamp comes with 3 attachments that 
are easy to change. 

You can choose between a Christmas tree, a reindeer or a 
gingerbread man for each biscuit.

Size:

Material:

7 x 7 x 10 CM // Ø 6,2 x 9 CM

Silicone + Polypropylene

24857
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SENZA Measure Cups

This 4-piece set of measuring cups makes measuring out 
ingredients very easy! The different measuring jars can be 
stacked up, making it easy to store. The exact quantity is 
indicated in each measuring cup. 

Cooking and baking with this item is a piece of cake!

Size:

Material:

21 x 13 x 6,5 CM

Metal

24534

SENZA Digital Scale

The digital scale by SENZA is a must in every kitchen! The 
top is made out of glass. The maximum weight this scale 
can weigh is up to 5 kg. 

You can choose different measuring units like gram, pound, 
ounce and millilitre. The tare function allows you to easily 
reset the scale to zero. The scale switches off automatically.

Size:

Material:

20,5 x 15,5 x 2 CM

Glass + Plastic

24535

SENZA Silicone Baking Mould

Use the SENZA silicone baking mould to bake the perfect 
cakes and muffins. The baking tin is red and consists 
of eight Christmas tree shapes. By using silicone, your 
creations are easy to take out of the baking mould. Imagine 
you are a real baker!

Tip: Try the recipe on the packaging.

Size:

Material:

26 x 17 x 3,5 CM

Silicone

24524 2452624525 24529
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SENZA Terracotta Bowls
Triangle /4

This set of 4 tapas dishes made of terracotta is ideal for 
serving the most delicious snacks. Place the different bowls 
separately on the table or link them together by placing 
them in a circle. 

Thanks to the cheerful colours, the set makes a nice 
appearance at a barbecue or a sunny summer evening. 
The bowls are suitable for the microwave, oven and 
dishwasher. 

Size:

Material:

24 x 24 x 4 CM // 11,7 x 11,7 x 4 CM 

Terracotta

24877 24878

SENZA Terracotta Bowls
Rectangle /2

Serve the most delicious tapas dishes in these terracotta 
bowls! Ideal for a get-together or a birthday. Thanks to the 
cheerful colours, the bowls are also perfect for a summer 
dinner in the garden! 

The bowls are suitable for the microwave, oven and 
dishwasher.

Size:

Material:

20 x 14 x 4,3 CM // 13 x 9 x 3,5 CM

Terracotta

24879 24880
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SENZA Terracotta Tapas /3

When you see these terracotta bowls, you immediately 
think of delicious tapas dishes. They are ideal for serving 
the most tasty snacks and should certainly not be lacking 
on cosy evenings. 

The bowls are suitable for the microwave, oven and 
dishwasher.

Size:

Material:

37 x 12,9 x 4,3 CM // Ø 12 x 4 CM 

Terracotta

24471 24881

SENZA Square Oven Tray

With the SENZA terracotta oven dish, you can make the 
most delicious dishes in the oven. The dish is square in 
shape and nicely finished with a glaze, which gives the dish 
an extra shine. 

The dish is suitable for the oven, microwave and dishwasher.

Size:

Material:

23 x 23 x 6,5 CM

Terracotta

24882 24883
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SENZA Marble Tray Mason

Perfect for all foodies and interior lovers! With this marble 
tray you can serve your favourite dishes in style! Besides a 
beautiful serving board for a dinner or drinks party, the tray 
can also be used as decoration. 

Combine the article with a beautiful scented candle and 
fragrant sticks. With this you will definitely create a nice 
atmosphere in your home. 

The marble tray is a natural product and each individual 
board is therefore unique.

Size:

Material:

29,5 x 17,5 x 1,6 CM

Marble

24860 2486224861
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SENZA Acacia Serving Board
Sem S

This serving board is a real addition to every kitchen. 
Use the serving board Sem to serve tapas such as 
meat products, cheese and roasted vegetables. 

Surprise all guests with this beautiful serving board!

Size:

Material:

14 x 35 x 1,5 CM

Acacia Wood

24859

SENZA Acacia Serving Board
Sem M

This serving board is a real addition to every kitchen. Use 
the Sem serving board for serving tapas, snacks and 
appetizers. The large size makes the board perfect for all 
kinds of snacks. 

Surprise all guests with this beautiful serving board!

Size:

Material:

18 x 48 x 1,5 CM

Acacia Wood

24858

SENZA Acacia Serving Board
Sem XL

This serving board is a real addition to every kitchen. Use 
the Sem serving board for serving tapas, snacks and 
appetizers. The large size makes the board perfect for all 
kinds of snacks. 

Surprise all guests with this beautiful serving board!

Size:

Material:

22 x 62,5 x 1,5 CM

Acacia Wood

24890
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SENZA Bamboo Sticks & Bites

The Sticks and Bites Tray looks very elegant on the table 
when you have guests over. Perfect for serving snacks 
during a summer barbecue or while gourmet dining. The 
tray has 50 holes and comes with 50 wooden cocktail 
sticks.

The board can also be used to display dried flowers.

Size:

Material:

30,6 x 12,6 x 3 CM

Bamboo

24662

SENZA Bamboo Serving Board 
Liam Square

This Liam serving plate made of sustainable ecological 
bamboo is ideal for serving the most delicious snacks. In 
addition, the board is perfect for use during a barbecue or 
an evening of gourmet dining. 

Suitable for both hot and cold appetizers and thanks to the 
edges also perfect for serving sauces.

Size:

Material:

28 x 28 x 1,5 CM  

Bamboo

24844

SENZA Bamboo Serving Board 
Liam Rectangle

This Liam serving plate made of sustainable ecological 
bamboo is ideal for serving the most delicious snacks. In 
addition, the board is perfect for use during a barbecue or 
an evening of gourmet dining. 

Suitable for both hot and cold appetizers and thanks to the 
edges also perfect for serving sauces.

Size:

Material:

40 x 20 x 1,5 CM

Bamboo

24845
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SENZA Acacia Serving Board Leo Small

Whether it is a social gathering, a birthday or a barbecue: 
serving snacks on such an occasion is a must, of course. 
This round serving board is the perfect choice.

From fingerfood and tapas to snacks, with the Leo serving 
board you will present all your appetizers in style.

Size:

Material:

31 x 21,5 x 1,6 CM

Acacia Wood

24870

SENZA Acacia Serving Board Leo Large

Whether it is a social gathering, a birthday or a 
barbecue: serving snacks on such an occasion is 
a must, of course. This round serving board is the 
perfect choice.

From fingerfood and tapas to snacks, with the Leo 
serving board you will present all your appetizers in 
style.

Size:

Material:

42,2 x 32 x 1,6 CM

Acacia Wood

24871
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SENZA Serving Board James Small

This wooden serving board is perfect for serving the most 
delicious snacks. The presence of the cord makes it easy to 
hang up the James serving board after use. 

The board itself is made of acacia wood, which provides 
a warm look.

Size:

Material:

29,5 x 17,5 x 1,6 CM

Acacia Wood

24855

SENZA Serving Board James Large

This wooden serving board is perfect for serving the most 
delicious snacks. The presence of the cord makes it easy to 
hang up the James serving board after use. 

The board itself is made of acacia wood, which provides 
a warm look.

Size:

Material:

62,7 x 22 x 1,6 CM

Acacia Wood

24856
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SENZA Serving Board Black Handle Small

This stylish serving board is ideal for serving the most 
delicious snacks. Thanks to the black handle, the board is 
easy to lift. The board can be hung up easily with the cord. 

The board is made of Paulownia wood, which creates a 
warm look.

Size:

Material:

22 x 40 x 1,8 CM

Paulownia Wood

24510

SENZA Serving Board on Wood Feet

These wooden serving boards have a pleasant size and are 
ideal for serving all kinds of dishes. The board is food proof 
and can be hung up by the string. 

The board is made of Paulownia wood, which creates a 
warm look.

Size:

Material:

30 x 17 x 4 CM

Paulownia Wood

24513

SENZA Serving Board Black Handle Small

This stylish serving board is ideal for serving the 
most delicious snacks. Thanks to the black handle, 
the board is easy to lift. The board can be hung up 
easily with the cord. 

The board is made of Paulownia wood, which 
creates a warm look.

Size:

Material:

17 x 58 x 1,8 CM

Paulownia Wood

24511

SENZA Serving Board 40x18cm

This stylish serving board is suitable for serving the tastiest 
snacks. The serving board is easy to lift thanks to the 
handle. In addition, it can also be hung due to the presence 
of the cord. 

The board itself is made of pine wood, which provides a 
warm look.

Size:

Material:

40 x 18 x 1,8 CM

Pine Wood

24357

SENZA Serving Board 45x15cm

This stylish serving board is suitable for serving the tastiest 
snacks. The serving board is easy to lift thanks to the 
handle. In addition, it can also be hung due to the presence 
of the cord. 

The board itself is made of pine wood, which provides a 
warm look.

Size:

Material:

45 x 15 x 2 CM

Pine Wood

24356

SENZA Serving Board 40x30cm

This stylish serving board is suitable for serving the tastiest 
snacks. The serving board is easy to lift thanks to the 
handle. In addition, it can also be hung due to the presence 
of the cord. 

The board itself is made of pine wood, which provides a 
warm look. A crispy pizza could also be served perfectly on 
this board.

Size:

Material:

40 x 30 x 1,8 CM

Pine Wood

24358
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CANDLES &
MATCHES

l i g h t  u p  a n d  s m e l l  t h e  a m b i e n c e



SENZA Twisted Candles /2

The SENZA Twisted dinner candles are extremely trendy 
and fit into every interior. During a romantic dinner, these 
atmospheric twisted candles should certainly not be 
missing. 

The set consists of 2 candles and are packed in a matching 
showbox. This candle has approximately 5-6 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

5,5 x 2,8 x 26 CM // Ø 2 x 25 CM 

Paraffine

24771 2477324772 2478524784 24786
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SENZA Dining Candles /7

Bring light, warmth and atmosphere into your home 
with these dinner candles by SENZA. The set consists of 7 
candles of 10 cm long, tied together with string. The candles 
have a thickness of 2,2 cm and therefore fit in almost all 
candle holders. 

The candles will burn for approximately 2 hours. Also nice to 
combine with one of the other colours of candle sets and 
our candle holders.

Size:

Material:

6 x 6 x 10 CM // Ø 2 x 10 CM

Paraffine

24617 24618

SENZA Dining Candles /6

With these dinner candles you can have a cozy and stylish 
dinner. The set consists a total of six 15 cm long candles. 

The candles have a thickness of 2,2 cm and therefore fit into 
almost all candle holders. The candles have approximately 
3 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

12,5 x 15 x 2,3 CM // Ø 2,2 x 15 CM

Paraffine

24334 2433624335
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SENZA Duo Candles /2

The SENZA duo dinner candles are totally hip and trendy! 
These characteristic duo candles consist of 2 different 
colours and are therefore original and distinctive. 

The candles are delivered as a set of 2 and are packed in 
a beautiful showbox. The candles have about 6-7 burning 
hours.

Size:

Material:

4,2 x 2,2 x 20,8 CM // Ø 2 x 20,5 CM 

Paraffine

24774 2478724775
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SENZA Wooden Wick Candle Ribble

Create a pleasant atmosphere in your home with this 
unique candle. The candle has a natural wooden wick 
which creates a nice wide flame. Thanks to the rugged look, 
the candle will also look great on the garden table during 
a BBQ. 
 
The candle has ca. 28 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 10 x 11,5 cm

Cement + Paraffin

24763 24764

SENZA Wooden Wick Candle

Create a pleasant atmosphere in your home with this 
unique candle. The candle has a natural wooden wick 
which creates a nice wide flame. Thanks to the rugged look, 
the candle will also look great on the garden table during 
a BBQ. 
 
The candle has ca. 10 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8 x 7 cm

Cement + Paraffin

24765 24766
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SENZA Glass Candle Liz & Jennifer

Create ambiance at home with this beautiful candle in 
glass. The candle has a stylish look because of its beautiful 
print and therefore fits almost every interior. This candle 
has approximately 35-45 burning hours. 

When the candle is burnt you can continue to use the glass, 
for example to put tea lights in.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8,2 x 10,6 CM

Glass + Paraffine

24710 24712

SENZA Tajine Candle

This beautiful Tajine candle has a North African character 
and is therefore very similar to the pottery stews that are 
used over there. 

This candle is suitable for any interior and burns approx. 
3 hours. You can extinguish the candle by simply putting 
the lid on.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8 x 10,5 CM

Ceramic + Paraffine

24749 24751
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SENZA Candle Star Large

This candle makes it extra cosy during the dark days! The 
candle is placed in a glass frame and has a star shape. 
Even when the candle is finished burning, you can still use 
the glass for tea lights. 

The paper inlay can be used as a Christmas tree decoration. 
This candle has about 25-30 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 13,2 x 8 CM

Glass + Paraffine

24714 24715

SENZA Candle Star Small

This candle makes it extra cosy during the dark days! The 
candle is placed in a glass frame and has a star shape. 
Even when the candle is finished burning, you can still use 
the glass for tea lights. 

The paper inlay can be used as a Christmas tree decoration. 
This candle has about 15-20 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 10,6 x 6,5 CM

Glass + Paraffine

24709 2471724716
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SENZA Scented Candle Hanger

This pleasantly scented candle spreads a wonderful aroma 
of cashmere. The candle comes in a cheerfully decorated 
and coloured glass piece and burns for approx. 12-15 hours. 

In addition, the candle is originally packed in a show box 
that can also be used to decorate your Christmas tree.

Size:

Material:

10 x 12 x  11 CM // Ø 5,7 CM x 6,7 CM 

Glass + Paraffine

24718 2472024719
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SENZA Scented Candle

Nothing is nicer than a subtle scented candle in your home. 
These SENZA scented candles emit a scent that smells like 
Sage (24619/24621) or Sandalwood (24620/24622).

The small scented candles come in a round tin container 
with a lid that can be used afterwards to store accessories, 
jewellery or other items. The burning time of this item is 
approximately 6-8 hours and it comes in a small cotton 
bag.

Size:

Material:

12 x 9 x 3,5 CM // Ø 5 x 3,2 CM 

Paraffine + Tin

24619 2462124620 24622
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SENZA Scented candle Maya Small

This scented candle has a wonderful aroma of sandalwood, 
amber, vanilla, musk and white flowers. In other words, 
the five best ingredients that are perfect for relaxing and 
recharging. The scented candle is stored in a stylish glass 
holder and can be closed with the golden lid. 

The scented candle has approximately 75 burning hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8,1 x 11,2 CM

Glass + Paraffine

24723 24724

SENZA Scented candle Maya Large

This scented candle has a wonderful aroma of sandalwood, 
amber, vanilla, musk and white flowers. In other words, 
the five best ingredients that are perfect for relaxing and 
recharging. The scented candle is stored in a stylish glass 
holder and can be closed with the golden lid. 

The scented candle has approximately 100-110 burning 
hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 9,6 x 13,2 CM

Glass + Paraffine

24725 24726
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SENZA Set of 2 Scented
Candles

There is nothing like a subtle scented candle in your 
home. These SENZA scented candles are packed per 
2 and give off a warm winter fragrance that smells 
like Honey and Orchid. 

The candles have a plastic cover and will last 
approx: 15-20 hours.

Size:

Material:

12 x 8 x 6 CM // Ø 5,3 x 7,3 CM

Glass + Paraffine

24645 2464724646
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SENZA Floating Candles /6

Create a warm and welcoming effect by placing these 
SENZA floating candles in a beautiful bowl or vase with 
water. 

The set of 6 candles do not only give a nice effect when 
they float, they are also real eyecatchers in any interior. On 
average, each floating candle will burn for approximately 
1,5 hours.

Size:

Material:

11,5 x 7,5 x 2,4 CM // Ø 3,75 x 1,5 CM 

Paraffine

24748

SENZA Set of 8 Tealights in
Show Box

This luxury kraft box contains 8 tea lights. The tubs are 
transparent and the candles will last approx. 3-5 hours. 

Excellent to combine with all the waxine / candle holders 
from our product range.

Size:

Material:

16 x 8 x 2 CM // Ø 3,9 x 1,7 CM 

Paraffine

24652 24653

SENZA Organza Tealight Bag /8

Eight tea lights in a luxurious organza bag. Combines 
perfectly with all tealight-/candle holders from our range. 

A true addition to a Christmas package.

Size:

Material:

8 x 11 x 3 CM

Paraffine

12925 12926 12929
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SENZA Set of 12 Tealights in Show Box

A selection of 12 tall tea lights in a luxury full colour box. 
Excellent to combine with all the waxine/candle holders 
from our product range. 

A real winner with a Christmas hamper.

Size:

Material:

11,5 x 6,5 x 4 CM // Ø 3,7 x 1,5 CM

Paraffine

24649 2465124650

SENZA Organza Tealight Bag /8

Eight tea lights in a luxurious organza bag. Combines 
perfectly with all tealight-/candle holders from our range. 

A true addition to a Christmas package.

Size:

Material:

8 x 11 x 3 CM

Paraffine

12925 12926 12929
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SENZA ‘Light Up Your Day’
Matches /100

These matches are no less than 9.5 cm long and are 
packed per 100 units in an original glass bottle with cork. 
Ideal for lighting tea lights or dinner candles. 

The matches are easy to light by means of the striking 
surface on the side of the glass bottle.

Size:

Material:

Ø 7 x 16 CM

Cork + Glass + Wood

24727 2472924728
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SENZA ‘Botanic V’ Matches /150

These matches are no less than 9.5 cm long and are 
packed per 150 units in an original glass bottle with cork. 
Ideal for lighting tea lights or dinner candles. 

The matches are easy to light by means of the striking 
surface on the side of the glass bottle.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8,2 x 18 CM

Cork + Glass + Wood

24730

SENZA Matches /50

These White or Black matches are ideal for lighting the 
barbecue or fireplace, but can also be used to light candles. 

The matches are packaged per 50 units in a beautiful box 
with luxury foil print and are easy to light by means of the 
striking surface on the side.

Size:

Material:

11 x 6,5 x 1,9 CM

Cardboard + Wood

24731 24732

SENZA XXL Matches Tube /50

The XXL barbecue matches are ideal for lighting all candles 
or fireplace. The matches are easy to light from a distance, 
thanks to their size. 

The match can be lit by the striking surface at the bottom 
of the tube. The design of the tube makes it an eye-catcher 
in the living room.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5,4 x 30 CM

Cardboard + Wood

24733 24734
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CANDLEHOLDERS
w a r m  l i g h t s  a n d  c o z y  a m b i e n c e



SENZA Christmas Tree
Tealight Holder

This unique ceramic tealight holder in the shape of a 
Christmas tree is a true eye-catcher for the holidays. 

The holder is perfect for use as decoration during the day, 
in the evening you can open the tree and it’s time to light 
a tealight.

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 9,5 x 17,3 CM // Ø 9 x 16 CM

Dolomite

24791 2479324792

SENZA Christmas Ball
Tealight Holder

This unique ceramic tealight holder in the shape of a 
Christmas ball is a real eyecatcher for the holidays. 

The bauble is perfect for use as decoration during the day, 
in the evening you can open it up and light a tea light.

Size:

Material:

7,2 x 7,2 x 9,3 CM // Ø 7 x 7,5 CM

Dolomite

24788 2479024789
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SENZA Ceramic Candleholder Sven

Bring atmosphere into your home with this ceramic candle 
holder! It is easy to combine with other candle holders 
and perfect to use to complete the table setting during 
a nice dinner. Because the candle holder is finished with 
a reactive glaze, a unique colour effect is created during 
baking. 

This ensures that every candlestick is unique.

Size:

Material:

Ø 9,5 x 7,5 CM

Ceramic

24741 2474324742

SENZA Ceramic Candleholder Sun

This ceramic candle holder is ideal for dressing up the 
coffee table, dining table or sideboard. Combined with the 
right dinner candle, the candle holder gives atmosphere 
to every interior. Because the candleholder is finished with 
a reactive glaze, a unique colour effect is created during 
baking. 

This ensures that every candlestick is unique.

Size:

Material:

Ø 9,3 x 4,1 CM

Ceramic

24744 2474624745
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SENZA Glass Tealight holder Liz

Create an ambience in your home with this beautiful SENZA 
tealight holder. The tea light holder is made of glass and 
has a stylish look because of the beautiful print, so it fits 
perfectly in every interior.

Includes three tealights in a luxury organza bag with 
drawstring.

Size:

Material:

Ø 7,8 x 8 CM

Glass

24711

SENZA Glass Tealight holder Jennifer

Create an ambience in your home with this beautiful SENZA 
tealight holder. The tea light holder is made of glass and 
has a stylish look because of the beautiful print, so it fits 
perfectly in every interior.

Includes three tealights in a luxury organza bag with 
drawstring.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8 x 8 CM

Glass

24713

SENZA Four Seasons Candleholder

This original candleholder is a true must-have for every 
interior! Because of its unique shape, the candleholder is 
suitable for 4 dinner candles. 

Style the candle holder according to the season; it’s perfect 
for decorating with Easter eggs in spring and Christmas 
decorations in winter. This way, the candleholder has a 
unique look every season.

Size:

Material:

Ø 18,5 x 5 CM

Ceramic

24747
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SENZA Wine Bottle Tealight Holder Large

This fun tealight holder is perfect for adding extra 
atmosphere to the dark winter months or balmy summer 
evenings. Use it to complete the table setting at Christmas 
dinner or a summer BBQ. 

The candlestick is also available in a smaller size, by 
combining these two sizes you create a playful and 
atmospheric effect on any table.

Size:

Material:

8 x 8 x 30 CM

Glass + Wood

24803

SENZA Wine Bottle Tealight Holder Small

This fun tealight holder is perfect for adding extra 
atmosphere to the dark winter months or balmy summer 
evenings. Use it to complete the table setting at Christmas 
dinner or a summer BBQ. 

The candlestick is also available in a larger size, by 
combining these two sizes you create a playful and 
atmospheric effect on any table.

Size:

Material:

10 x 10 x 17,5 CM

Glass + Wood

24802
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SENZA Candleholder Lima Small

This cheerful candleholder is perfect to add extra 
atmosphere to the dark winter months or sultry summer 
evenings. Use it to complete the table setting during a night 
of drinks or a summer dinner. 

The candleholder is also available in a larger size. By 
combining these two sizes, you can create a playful and 
atmospheric effect on any table.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8,5 x 7,5 cm

Ceramic

24759

SENZA Candleholder Lima Large

This cheerful candleholder is perfect to add extra 
atmosphere to the dark winter months or sultry summer 
evenings. Use it to complete the table setting during a night 
of drinks or a summer dinner. 

The candleholder is also available in a smaller size. By 
combining these two sizes, you can create a playful and 
atmospheric effect on any table.

Size:

Material:

Ø 8,5 x 9,6 cm

Ceramic

24760
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SENZA Tealight Holder Frost

These tealight holders from SENZA are made of glass and 
have a lovely Christmas related design. When you burn a 
candle it gives a beautiful and atmospheric effect. 

It is therefore the perfect accessory for the holidays.

Size:

Material:

Ø 7 x 8 CM

Glass

24738 2474024739
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SENZA Christmas Tealight Holder

This tealight holder is made of frosted glass and has 
a pleasant, cheerful and clean design.

When you light a candle, the pattern creates a 
beautiful and atmospheric effect.

Size:

Material:

Ø 9 x 10 CM

Glass

24604 2460624605

SENZA Tealight Holder Star

With this cheerful star-shaped tealight holder, you can 
really bring warmth and atmosphere into your home. 

This tealight holder is suitable for 1 tealight and is 
characterised by the playful pattern on the front.

Size:

Material:

20 x 18 x 8 CM

Metal

24591

SENZA Tealight Holder Xmas Tree

With this cheerful tree-shaped tealight holder, you can 
really bring warmth and atmosphere into your home.

This tealight holder is suitable for 1 tealight and is 
characterised by the playful pattern on the front.

Size:

Material:

20 x 18 x 8 CM

Metal

24592
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SENZA Tealight Cup

This tealight cup from SENZA is made of glass and has a 
pleasant and cheerful design. When you light a candle, the 
pattern gives a beautiful and atmospheric effect. 

The tealight holder holds a tealight and is packed in a 
transparent gift box which is closed by a jute string.

Size:

Material:

Ø 7,5 x 8 CM

Glass

24610 24612

SENZA Mirrorlight

This tealight holder is made of wood and has two sides of 
mirror glass. The glass creates a playful and creative effect 
when you light a tealight. 

A beautiful attention-grabber for the living room.

Size:

Material:

7 x 7 x 11 CM

Glass + Wood

24607 24608
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SENZA Tealight & Flower Vases /3

These cheerful vases are real must-haves for any 
interior. This unique set cannot only be used as a 
vase for (dried) flowers, but also as a tealight holder. 

With this set, you can create a beautiful atmosphere 
in your home. The vases are delivered in a set of 3 
pieces.

Size:

Material:

19 x 13,5 x 4 CM

Glass

24623 2462524624
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SENZA Concrete Candle/Egg Holder

This original candleholder not only has a striking design, but 
can also be used for various purposes. The candleholder 
offers space for six dining candles or six tea lights. You can 
also choose to mix up dining candles with tealights, for 
example, put three dining candles and three tealights in it 
to create a playful effect. 

The item can also be used to store eggs. Ideal during Easter 
or for on the kitchen counter. The candleholder is made of 
concrete which makes it very solid.

Size:

Material:

17 x 12 x 4 CM

Concrete

24613

SENZA Wood Tealight Holder /5

This simple yet sleek tealight holder is made of wood and 
metal and holds up to 5 tealights at a time. This item is ideal 
for decorating the coffee table, dining table or anywhere 
else in your home.

It creates a warm and inviting atmosphere.

Size:

Material:

45,5 x 12,5 x 8 CM

Glass + Metal + Wood

24609

SENZA Metal Diner Candleholder Zig Zag

This candleholder will certainly attract attention with its 
smooth, yet also playful look. Give the candleholder a nice 
spot at home and you will see that it will certainly not look 
out of place in your interior. 

The metal candleholder has room for 5 dining candles.

Size:

Material:

27,5 x 10,5 x 17 CM

Metal

24572
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SENZA Candle Light Jar with Wooden Lid

This stylish preserving jar has a notch on the lid 
that is suitable for a tea light. The lid is made out of 
acacia wood, which creates a warm look. 

The package includes 8 tea lights in an organza bag 
with a burning time of 4 hours.

Size:

Material:

Ø 10,5 x 17 CM

Glass + Acacia Wood

24408 2441024409

SENZA Dining Candleholders Iron /2

You could easily create some extra romance with this set 
of candlesticks. The set consists two pieces with different 
heights. They are suitable for almost all dinner candles with 
a standard thickness of 2,2 cm. 

This set is supplied excluding candles.

Size:

Material:

Ø 11 x 26 CM & Ø 11 x 32 CM

Metal

24481

SENZA Metal Bottle Tealight Holder

This original tealight holder has the shape of a wine bottle 
and fits into any home. 

Light a tealight and put it in the glass holder. Then hang it 
from the metal frame and enjoy the warm light.

Size:

Material:

Ø 11 x 37 CM

Metal

24575

SENZA Table Candleholders /2

An elegant set of two candle holders. The candle holders 
are made out of black metal and differ in height.

 You can easily clamp them on to the edge of the table and 
screw them on.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5 x 23,5 & Ø 5 x 20,5 CM

Metal

24614
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SENZA Aroma Diffuser

This stylish aroma diffuser with USB connection and 
LED lighting is definitely a must-have for everyone. The 
diffuser spreads a pleasant scent which creates a relaxing 
atmosphere. Besides being a fragrance diffuser, the 
diffuser is also a mini air humidifier. The water is converted 
into steam by means of high-frequency vibrations, which 
creates a cold atomisation.

Please read the instructions before use.

Size:

Material:

Ø 9,5 x 16 CM

ABS + PP

24634 24635
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SENZA Reed Diffuser Maya

The reed diffuser spreads a wonderful aroma of 
sandalwood, amber, vanilla, musk and white flowers. In 
other words, the five best ingredients that are perfect for 
relaxing and recharging. 

The diffuser is made of solid glass and has a classy look. 
With the 8 scented sticks, your room will smell nice and 
fresh for about 3 months.

Size:

Material:

8,3 x 8,3 x 22,2 CM

Glass + Wood

24721 24722
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SENZA Ceramic Oil Burner

Create a nice atmosphere in your home with this 
ceramic oil burner. Fill the dish with essential oil 
and light the tealight underneath. This will release a 
subtle fragrance that creates a relaxing atmosphere 
in your home.

Tip: Combine this item with de SENZA oils (24809 or 
24810)

Size:

Material:

14 x 11,5 x 11,2 CM // Ø 8 x 10 CM 

Ceramic

24799

SENZA Essential Oil 5ml

Essential oil with delicious aroma. Perfect to use in 
combination with the SENZA aroma diffusers. This oil 
refreshes your room with the lovely fresh scent of lemon 
or orange.

Size:

Content:

Ø 2,2 x 5,7 CM

5ml

24809 24810
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SENZA LED Table Lamp Soof

Create a warm atmosphere in any room with this 
spherical LED lamp from SENZA. 

The lamp is made of grey-coloured glass and 
has LED lighting which runs on 3 AA batteries (not 
included). Put the lamp on the iron base to complete 
the picture.

Size:

Material:

Ø 15 x 17 CM

Glass + Metal

24767

SENZA Glass LED Candle Jamie Large

Bring extra atmosphere into your home in a safe way with 
this LED candle from SENZA. The moving flame makes the 
candle almost indistinguishable from the real deal. 

The candle is made of glass and wax and features LED 
lighting which runs on 3 (not included) AA batteries. Long 
burning hours guaranteed!

Size:

Material:

Ø 7,5 x 15 CM 

Glass + Wax

24755

SENZA Glass LED Candle Jamie Small

Bring extra atmosphere into your home in a safe way with 
this LED candle from SENZA. The moving flame makes the 
candle almost indistinguishable from the real deal. 

The candle is made of glass and wax and features LED 
lighting which runs on 3 (not included) AA batteries. Long 
burning hours guaranteed!

Size:

Material:

Ø 7,5 x 10 CM 

Glass + Wax

24756

SENZA Table Lamp

Light up your room with this stylish table lamp from SENZA. 
The lamp is made of dark grey glass and has a gold-
coloured pattern. 24735 has a wavy zebra striped pattern 
and 24736 has a triangular pattern.

On the inside there is a light bulb with a small fitting that 
can be unscrewed easily. The plastic base is also gold 
coloured. The light bulb can be replaced and is 3V / 0.5W. 
In short, a true eye-catcher for your interior!

Size:

Material:

Ø 10 x 14,5 CM

Glass

24735 24736
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SENZA Ceramic LED House

This ceramic house with LED lighting is a nice item for every 
household and is equipped with 2 LR44 batteries. Turn the 
lights on by pressing the button at the bottom and enjoy 
the luminous effect that comes out through the openings.

Size:

Material:

6 x 5,5 x 10,5 CM

Ceramic

24781 2478324782
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SENZA LED Candle Wine Bottle

This decorative bottle with warm LED lighting is a 
real eye-catcher for your home. Place the green-
coloured wine bottle and cork over the LED candle 
and create a beautiful illumination. 

The candle operates on 3 AAA batteries which are 
not included. Long burning hours and a pleasant 
atmosphere guaranteed!

Size:

Material:

Ø 8,8 x 30 CM

Glass

24780

SENZA Artificial Diner Candles /2

This timeless white LED dinner candle from SENZA really fits 
into any interior. The candles have a moving flame and 
a paraffin layer, which makes them very similar to real 
candles. 

Each candle uses 2 AAA batteries, which are not included. 
Long burning hours guaranteed!

Size:

Material:

5,1 x 2,6 x 25 CM // Ø 2,1 x 24,5 CM 

Aluminium + Paraffine

24753
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SENZA LED Solar Droplet

This decorative garland of no less than 20 LED lights in the 
shape of a raindrop creates a festive atmosphere. The 
lights work on solar energy that is charged by sunlight and 
automatically illuminates the garden when it is dark. 

The light chain has 8 different settings that can be 
controlled via the buttons on the back.

Size:

Material:

14 x 7 x 9 CM // 485 CM

Plastic

24800 24801

SENZA LED Glitter Bulb Garland

Bring light and glitter to the dark days! Decorate the cherry 
tree, cupboard or anything else in the house with this 
beautiful light garland. 

The garland contains 10 bulbs with LED lights and is filled 
with glitter. The total length of the garland is 3.6 metres.

Size:

Material:

26 x 26 x 6 CM // 360 CM

Glass + LED + Plastic

24565 24566

SENZA LED Garland Card Holder

Cheerful LED pendulum with photo clips. Hang memorable 
photos, notes or cards on the garland. 

The garland is 2 metres long in total and contains 20 LED 
lights. 12 photo clips are included. The garland runs on 2x 
AA batteries.

Size:

Material:

13,5 x 10 x 3 CM // 200 CM

LED + Plastic

24567 24568
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SENZA Knitted Plaid Jax

This lovely plaid is characterized by the knitted pattern. This 
gives it a unique and luxurious look. 

The plaid provides a lot of comfort because the material 
feels soft and comfortable. During a nice Netflix night, this 
plaid should definitely not be missing!

Size:

Material:

30 x 35 x 8 CM // 150 x 130 CM

Acryl

24761 24762

SENZA Gradient Blanket

This comfortable plaid has a nice and spacious size and is 
striking because of the colour gradient. A real decorative 
addition to any household and of course a wonderfully 
warm plaid for on the couch. 

Because the plaid is provided with a decorative rope bow, 
it is a real gift to get and to give!

Size:

Material:

Ø 15 x 33 CM // 160 x 130 CM

Polyester

24794 24795
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SENZA Gift Blanket

A wonderfully warm plaid that will see you through the cold 
winter days. This plaid has a recognizable herringbone 
pattern and is made of 260 grams flannel fleece. 

Because the plaid is provided with a decorative rope bow 
with glitter, it is a real gift to get!

Size:

Material:

21 x 30 x 12 CM // 160 x 120 CM

260gr Flannel Fleece

24321 2432924322 24796
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SENZA Ribble Plaid

A soft fleece plaid provided with a classic ribbed design. 
Made from 280 grams flannel fleece. 

A decorative addition in every household and a lovely 
warm blanket during the cold winter days. 

Size:

Material:

39 x 30 x 14 CM // 150 x 130 CM

280gr Flannel Fleece

24163 2416524164 24300
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SENZA Living Blanket

Make your home cosy with this beautiful plaid from SENZA. 
This blanket can be used as a decorative item for on the 
couch, the chair and on the bed, but is also suitable for 
crawling under on a cold winter evening. 

The plaid is large in size and provides a lovely soft Sherpa 
fleece on the back. A real winner for any home!

Size:

Material:

42 x 35 x 20 CM // 150 x 200 CM

220gr Coral Fleece + 220gr Sherpa Fleece

24324 24325
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SENZA Ribble Storage Pouffe

This stylish storage/decoration pouffe is a real winner and 
quickly catches the eye due to its corduroy design. 

Besides the fact that this three-legged pouffe can decorate 
the interior stylishly, it is also multifunctional. There is a 
practical storage space under the lid.

Size:

Material:

Ø 28 x 40 CM

Corduroy + Wood

24554 2441324555
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SENZA Inflatable Pouffe Velvet

This inflatable pouffe is not only light and fluffy, but also a 
real eye-catcher for the living room. There is an inflatable 
compartment inside the cover, which can be easily filled 
with air using the blow-up valve. 

The cover of the pouffe is made of velvet fabric and can 
be closed with a zip. A comfortable pouffe which you can 
use to relax.

Size:

Material:

22 x 22 x 7 CM // Ø 55 x 30 CM

Velvet

24557 2455924558
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SENZA Vintage Ribble Basket

With this fashionable basket, you can brighten up your 
interior in a stylish way. You can use this basket as a 
functional storage basket for plaids or slippers. This basket 
will not look out of place in the bathroom or bedroom 
either. The outer lining is entirely made of corduroy and has 
PU handles. 

Can also be used as a trendy shopping bag!

Size:

Material:

Ø 35 x 35 CM

Corduroy + PU

24291 24292

SENZA Vintage Basket

With this trendy basket you can brighten up your interior 
in a stylish way. Use it as a functional storage basket for 
plaids and magazines or style the basket with a beautiful 
large plant. 

Can also be used as a trendy shopping bag!

Size:

Material:

Ø 35 x 35 CM

Polyester

24797 24798
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SENZA Laptop Desk

This handy laptop table is perfect for work, but 
also for recreational use. During the week it is very 
suitable for business and during the weekends 
perfect for when you’re relaxing on the couch with 
a good movie.

The surface is tiltable and the whole table is 
adjustable so that you can adjust it to your preferred 
posture. The table is made of wood and the base of 
metal.

Size:

Material:

53 x 30 x 4,3 CM

Metal + Wood

24630

SENZA Book Standard

Present the most beautiful coffee table books, cookery 
books and photo albums on this beautiful book stand. 

Slide the two loose wooden shelves together through the 
openings and make it part of your interior!

Size:

Material:

33 x 29 x 19,5 CM

MDF

24757 24758
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SENZA Table Mirror Alex

This trendy table mirror is not just a mirror. You can also use 
it to present your most beautiful cards, photos and dried 
flowers. 

When you light a tealight it also creates a playful and 
atmospheric effect. Its versatility makes it a true must-
have for any interior!

Size:

Material:

25 x 10 x 26 CM

Glass + Pine

24770

SENZA Magnet Deco Tray

This magnetic and decorative tray from SENZA not only 
looks beautiful, but is also very useful. In the supplied glass 
vases there is room for beautiful (dried) flowers. There is 
also room for dining candles that fit into the accompanying 
candle holders. The holders are equipped with a magnet so 
they remain securely on the metal surface of the tray. 

In addition, thanks to the magnets, you can completely 
determine the layout of the tray. When you remove the 
vases and candle holders, you can also use the tray to 
serve drinks and snacks.

Size:

Material:

32,2 x 22,5 x 15,5 CM

Glass + Metal

24585
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SENZA AIR Cooler 

During the hot summer days, the SENZA Air Cooler is an 
indispensable accessory for everyone. Perfect for use while 
working at home; just plug the included USB cable into your 
computer and cool off! 

Besides that, the cooler gives a nice atmospheric touch 
because of the LED lighting.

Size:

Material:

14,5 x 17,5 x 18,8 CM

ABS + PP

24569
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SENZA Oval Hyacinth tray with 
Handles

This shallow basket is made of dried hyacinths, which 
makes this a beautiful ecologically responsible product. 
This basket has an oval shape and a length of 51 cm. 

Ideal to use as a nice decorative piece or of course as a 
tray.

Size:

Material:

50,5 x 34 x 11 CM

Hyacinth + Metal

24376

SENZA Hyacinth Basket with 
Handles

This spacious basket is made of dried hyacinths, which 
makes this a beautiful ecologically responsible product. 
Due to the generous size, this basket can be used for many 
applications. For example a planter or newspaper bin. 

It could also function perfectly as a basis for a gift package.

Size:

Material:

50 x 45 x 25 CM

Hyacinth + Metal

24381

SENZA Hyacinth Shallow 
Basket

This shallow basket is made of dried hyacinth. This makes it 
an ecological product. It can be used as decoration in any 
room or as fruit bowl. 

Size:

Material:

Ø 38,5 x 8 CM

Hyacinth

24238 24385

SENZA Hyacinth Shallow Basket 
with Handles

This shallow basked is made of dried hyacinth. This makes 
it an ecologic product. The basket can be ideally used as 
decoration piece. 

Because of the firm handles it can also be used as a 
serving board. 

Size:

Material:

Ø 46 x 39 x 8,5 CM

Hyacinth + Metal

24240 24386
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SENZA Belly Basket

This very handy basket is made of sea grass and 
can be used for various purposes. This ECO friendly 
item can be used as a storage basket, beach basket, 
shopping basket, decoration item or as a planter. 

The basket can be used both folded and unfolded. In 
addition, this model has two handles and is perfect 
to use as the basis for a gift basket.

Size:

Material:

Ø 38 x 36 CM

Rope + Seagrass

24754

SENZA Seagrass Basket

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various 
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but 
it is also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket 
or plant holder. 

The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

Size:

Material:

Ø 35 x 13,5 CM

Seagrass

24288
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SENZA Silicone Vase

Brighten up the interior of your home with this silicone vase 
from SENZA. Because the vase can be filled with water, it is 
not only suitable for dry flowers, but also for fresh flowers. 

The vase is easy to attach to a smooth surface and easy 
to remove again. Before applying, wipe the vase and the 
surface with a wet cloth. Also nice to combine with one of 
the other colours of silicone vases.

Size:

Material:

15 x 15 x 4 CM

Silicone

24560 2456224561

SENZA Photoframe for 2 Photo’s

Nice wooden photo frame which consists of two parts. A 
string has been strung through the photo frame, so the 
whole stays together. 

You can easily hang your photos on the rope using two 
supplied clips.

Size:

Material:

18,5 x 23 x 3 CM

Wood

24403

SENZA Photoframe for 3 Photo’s

Nice wooden photo frame which consists of two parts. A 
string has been strung through the photo frame, so the 
whole stays together. 

You can easily 244hang your photos on the rope using 
three supplied clips.

Size:

Material:

18,5 x 23 x 4,5 CM

Wood

24404
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Norländer Safety Kit

This practical safety kit is filled with the basic necessities 
for first aid. 

This bag contains various aids such as: alcohol swabs, 
tape, (quick) bandages, sling, scissors, plastic tweezers, 
vinyl gloves, stabbing wipes, (adhesive) plasters.  A great 
advantage is that the bag is light and easy to carry. The 
bag can be closed with a zip.

Size:

Material:

18 x 14,5 x 3 CM

300D Polyester

28686

SENZA Toolbox

This sturdy folding tool box has a classic design and 
is equipped with three spacious compartments. The 
large compartment holds all the necessary hand 
tools and the small compartments are suitable for 
screws and nails. The toolbox has a solid structure 
and a comfortable handle for carrying. 

This item is also ideal for storing all kinds of herb jars 
and herb plants. This way, the toolbox would also 
look nice in the kitchen.

Size:

Material:

47 x 22 x 18 CM

Steel

24497 24498

Norländer Safety Blanket

This fire blanket can be placed over the fire to extinguish 
it at an early stage. The blanket is made of fire-resistant 
fibreglass and can therefore withstand up to 550° Celsius. 
You can hang up the cover easily by means of a loop at the 
top. The cover can be closed at the bottom with a Velcro 
fastener. 

The blanket is easy and quick to remove from the cover by 
pulling the two cords.

Size:

Material:

29,5 x 18,5 x 2,5 CM // 100 x 100 CM

Optical Fiber

28687
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BASED ON ART.24544BASED ON ART.24510

LOGO PRINT

We can also provide subtle branding 
by printing your company logo on a 
product.

POSSIBILITIES HOME & LIVING || LOCAL

It is possible to provide our home & 
living products with..

POSSIBILITIES HOME & LIVING || LOCAL

It is possible to provide our home & 
living products with..

LOGO ENGRAVING

It is possible to provide our wooden 
products with your own company logo 
engraving.

STOCK PRODUCTS

Choose between the different products 
we already have in stock.

PRINT STYLE

The most commonly used printing 
technique for our products is screen 
printing and pad printing.

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices.154

PRINTING &
LOGO OPTIONS
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BASED ON ART.24322 BASED ON ART.24858

POSSIBILITIES HOME & LIVING  || FAR EAST

It is possible to provide our home & 
living products with..

• PMS colour of choice

• Logo engraving

• Full colour logo print

• Logo print on sidelabel

• Customized sleeve

• Customized show box

LOGO PRINT

It is possible to provide a product with 
your own company logo print.

PMS COLOUR

It is possible to customize the base of a 
product with your PMS colour of choice.

LOGO POSITION

We will advice you to choose the 
perfect size and position of your logo.

CUSTOM SLEEVE

A commonly used customization for 
our plaids is; printing a sleeve with your 
own company design of choice.

SIDELABEL LOGO

It is also possible to make a sidelabel 
with the logo of your company.

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices. 155

PRIVATE LABEL
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KUMAI Botanic V Hair and 
Body Wash

The Botanic V vegan Hair & Body Wash is an all-in-one 
product for under the shower. The soap is a blend of five 
aromas: grapefruit, strawberry, citrus, rose and lemongrass. 

This unique combination gives the soap a wonderfully 
refreshing fragrance. The Hair & Body Wash gently cleanses 
the skin and leaves your hair healthy and shiny.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 19,3 CM

475ml

A8066064

KUMAI Botanic V Hand Soap

Vegan hand soap that doesn’t just cleanse the hands 
perfectly, but also cares for them. For this hand soap, 
we chose a mix of the following five aromas: grapefruit, 
strawberry, citrus, rose and lemongrass. 

This unique combination gives the hand soap a refreshing 
scent and, thanks to the mild ingredients, the hand soap is 
suitable for all skin types. The beautiful bottle will also not 
look out of place in the kitchen or bathroom. 

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 19,3 CM

475ml

Material: Material:PET PET

A8066065

KUMAI Botanic V Travel Set

This vegan travel set contains shampoo, body wash and 
hand lotion. The bottles have a content of 40ml and are 
therefore ideal to take with you in your hand luggage. 
All the products are a mix of the following five aromas: 
grapefruit, strawberry, citrus, rose and lemongrass. 

Due to this unique combination, all products in the set emit 
a wonderfully refreshing fragrance. The beautiful showcase 
makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

14 x 3,5 x 8 CM // Ø 3 x 8 CM

4 x 40ml

Material: Cardboard + PET

A8066097

KUMAI Botanic V Soap Bar 

The Botanic V Soap Bar isn’t just very practical, it will also 
look good in every interior. Thanks to the sturdy rope, it is 
easy to hang up and use. The soap is a mix of the following 
five aromas: grapefruit, strawberry, citrus, rose and 
lemongrass. 

This unique combination gives the soap a wonderfully 
refreshing scent.

Size:

Material:

11 x 7 x 4 CM

Soap + Paper + Rope

A8066004
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KUMAI Dark Cypress Body Wash

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and 
protects it from drying out. The shower gel has a wonderful 
aroma of musk, jasmine and rose and is suitable for all skin 
types thanks to the use of mild ingredients. 

The beautiful bottle makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6,5 x 18,6 CM

500ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8044072

KUMAI Dark Cypress Shampoo

This vegan shampoo cares for and cleans your hair. The 
shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and smoothness. 
Thanks to the scent of musk, jasmine and roses, your hair 
will smell lovely after every wash. 

The black and white bottle makes it a great gift to give or 
receive.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6,5 x 18,6 CM

500ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8044071

KUMAI Dark Cypress Giftbox
Hand Soap & Hand Lotion

This luxury vegan gift box does not only contain a handsoap 
and hand lotion, but also a soap dish to display the bottles. 
This way, the set looks even more elegant in the kitchen or 
bathroom! 

The soap and lotion are both made of mild ingredients, 
making them suitable for every skin type. The set provides 
ultimate hydration and care for the hands. The products 
have a refreshing scent of musk, jasmine and roses. The 
show case makes it a perfect gift to give or receive. 

Size:

Content:

18,5 x 11 x 18 CM

2 x 300ml

Material: Cardboard + Plastic + HDPE 2

A8044043

KUMAI Dark Cypress Hand Soap

This vegan hand soap will not only cleanse your hands, but 
also provide care! The hand soap has a wonderful scent 
of musk, jasmine and roses for clean and soft hands and 
is suitable for all skin types, thanks to the mild and organic 
ingredients. The beautiful bottle will certainly not look out of 
place in the kitchen or bathroom. 

The hand soap can be combined with the hand lotion from 
the Dark Cypress line.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6 x 18 CM

300ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8044065

KUMAI Dark Cypress Body Foam

This luxurious vegan shower foam cleanses and cares for 
your skin. The foam leaves the skin silky smooth and also 
protects it from drying out. 

The bodyfoam has a wonderful smell of musk, jasmine and 
roses and is suitable for all skin types thanks to its mild 
ingredients. Unmissable in every bathroom.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5 x 18 CM

200ml

Material: Aluminium + Plastic

A8044020

KUMAI Dark Cypress Hand Cream

This nourishing vegan hand cream moisturises the skin 
and leaves your hands silky smooth. The hand cream is 
quickly absorbed and does not feel greasy. 

The hand cream has a special scent of musk, jasmine 
and rose and is suitable for all skin types thanks to its mild 
ingredients.

Size:

Content:

3,2 x 5,3 x 13,5 CM

75ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8044002
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KUMAI Dark Cypress Hand Lotion

This nourishing vegan hand lotion moisturises the skin and 
leaves your hands silky smooth. The lotion absorbs quickly 
and does not feel greasy. The lotion has a wonderful scent 
of musk, jasmine and roses and is suitable for all skin types 
because of the use of mild ingredients. 

You can combine the product with the handsoap from the 
Dark Cypress line.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6 x 18 CM

300ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8044074

KUMAI Dark Cypress
Travel Set

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, body 
lotion, body wash and hand lotion. The tubes have 
a volume of 35ml and are therefore ideal to carry in 
your hand luggage. The mild ingredients make them 
suitable for all skin types. 

All products have a lovely scent of musk, jasmine 
and roses. The beautiful showcase makes it a 
perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

22,1 x 10,1 x 3,4 CM

4 x 35ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2

A8044097
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KUMAI Shadow Musk Massage Oil

This vegan massage oil moisturises the skin and improves 
blood circulation during the massage. The oil provides 
intensive care and is slowly absorbed. Perfect for relaxing 
and unwinding. 

The massage oil has a delicious scent of pine, musk and 
wood and is suitable for all skin types thanks to its mild and 
natural ingredients. The golden box makes it a perfect gift 
to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

3,8 x 3,8 x 9,5 CM

50ml

Material: PET

A8011006

KUMAI Shadow Musk Hand Cream

This nourishing vegan hand cream moisturises the skin 
and ensures silky-soft hands. The hand cream is quickly 
absorbed and does not feel greasy. Thanks to the mild 
and natural ingredients, the cream is suitable for every skin 
type. 

The hand cream has a wonderful scent of pine, musk and 
wood. The golden box makes it a perfect gift to give or 
receive.

Size:

Content:

4 x 4 x 15,5 CM

70ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2

A8011005

KUMAI Shadow Musk Body Lotion

This vegan body lotion moisturises and softens the skin. 
Thanks to the mild and organic ingredients, it is suitable for 
all skin types. 

The body lotion has a special scent of pine, musk and 
wood. The beautiful black and gold tube makes it a perfect 
gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

3,5 x 3,5 x 16,8 CM

120ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8011002
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KUMAI Shadow Musk Travel Set

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, body lotion, 
body wash and hand lotion. The tubes have a volume of 
35ml and are therefore perfect for hand luggage. Because 
of the mild ingredients, the set is suitable for every skin 
type. All products have a delicious pine scent with touches 
of musk and wood. 

The beautiful show box makes it a perfect gift to give or 
receive.

Size:

Content:

22,1 x 10,1 x 3,4 CM

4 x 35ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2

A8011097

KUMAI Shadow Musk Body Wash

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and 
protects it from drying out. The shower gel cleanses and 
moisturises. The mild ingredients make it suitable for all 
skin types. The shower gel has a delicious pine scent with 
touches of musk and wood. 

The beautiful bottle makes it a nice gift to give or receive. 
Perfect for any bathroom!

Size:

Content:

5,8 x 5,8 x 24,5 CM

480ml

Material: PET

A8011072

KUMAI Shadow Musk 
Hand Soap

This vegan hand soap will not only cleanse your 
hands, but also provide care! The hand soap has a 
wonderful scent of pine, musk and wood for clean 
and soft hands and is suitable for all skin types, 
thanks to the mild and organic ingredients. 

The beautiful bottle will certainly not look out of 
place in the kitchen or bathroom. The golden box 
makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

4,8 x 4,8 x 19,1 CM

225ml

Material: PET

A8011065
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KUMAI Silky Mist Hand Soap

A vegan hand soap that does not only clean your hands 
perfectly, but also cares for them. With its lovely scent of 
rosemary, magnolia and jasmine, the product ensures 
clean and soft hands and is suitable for all skin types 
thanks to its mild ingredients. 

The beautiful bottle will certainly not look out of place in the 
kitchen or bathroom. The hand soap can be combined with 
the hand lotion from the Silky Mist line.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7 x 19 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A8033065

KUMAI Silky Mist Hand Cream

This nourishing vegan hand cream moisturises the skin 
and leaves the hands silky smooth. The hand cream is 
quickly absorbed and does not feel greasy. 

Thanks to its mild ingredients, it is suitable for all skin types. 
The small size of the tube makes it perfect for travelling.

Size:

Content:

2,7 x 4,5 x 11,6 CM

50ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8033024

KUMAI Silky Mist Body Foam

This luxurious vegan shower foam cleanses and nourishes 
your skin. The foam leaves the skin silky smooth and 
protects against dehydration. 

The shower foam has a wonderful aroma of rosemary, 
magnolia and jasmine and is suitable for all skin types 
thanks to its mild ingredients. An essential for every 
bathroom.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5 x 18 CM

200ml

Material: Aluminium + Plastic

A8033020
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KUMAI Silky Mist Travel Set

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, body lotion, 
body wash and hand lotion. The bottles have a volume of 
40 ml and are therefore ideal to take along in your hand 
luggage. The mild ingredients make them suitable for all 
skin types. All products have a lovely scent of rosemary, 
magnolia and jasmine. 

The beautiful showcase makes it a perfect gift to give or 
receive.

Size:

Content:

13 x 3,2 x 8 CM

4 x 40ml

Material: Cardboard + PET

A8044097

KUMAI Silky Mist Hand Lotion

This nourishing hand lotion moisturises the skin and leaves 
your hands silky smooth. The lotion absorbs quickly and 
does not feel greasy. The lotion has a wonderful scent of 
rosemary, magnolia and jasmine and is suitable for all skin 
types because of its mild ingredients.

 The hand lotion can be combined with the handsoap from 
the Silky Mist line.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7 x 19 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A8033074

KUMAI Silky Mist Shampoo

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your 
hair. The shampoo gives your hair a natural shine 
and makes it soft. Thanks to the wonderful scent of 
rosemary, magnolia and jasmine, your hair will smell 
lovely after every wash. 

Perfect for every bathroom.

Size:

Content:

4,6 x 7,6 x 17,5 CM

200ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8033071
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KUMAI Citrus Groove Room Spray

This luxurious vegan room spray adds a wonderful 
fragrance to any interior. Thanks to the refreshing scent of 
musk, wood and citrus, you can create a unique scent and 
a relaxing atmosphere at home. 

The beautiful bottle makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

6,7 x 3,4 x 15,8 CM

200ml

Material: PET

A8022013

KUMAI Citrus Groove Body Cream

This luxurious body cream protects and nourishes the skin. 
The cream is enriched with Fair Trade shea butter which 
helps to repair and deeply nourish the skin. 

The cream has a refreshing scent of musk, wood and citrus 
and is suitable for all skin types. An essential product in 
every bathroom!

Size:

Content:

Ø 6,6 x 7,5 CM

200ml

Material: PET

A8022016

KUMAI Citrus Groove Giftbox  
Hand Soap & Hand Lotion

This luxury vegan gift box does not only contain a handsoap 
and hand lotion, but also a soap dish to display the bottles. 
This way, the set looks even more elegant in the kitchen 
or bathroom! The soap and lotion are both made of mild 
ingredients, making them suitable for every skin type. The 
set provides ultimate hydration and care for the hands. 

The products have a refreshing scent of musk, wood and 
citrus. The show case makes it a perfect gift to give or 
receive. 

Size:

Content:

18,5 x 7,5 x 16,5 CM

2 x 200ml

Material: Cardboard + Plastic + PET

A8022043

KUMAI Citrus Groove Shampoo

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your hair. The 
shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and makes it 
smooth. Thanks to the delicious pine scent with musk and 
wood aromas, your hair smells great after a wash. 

The beautiful showcase makes it a nice gift to give or 
receive. Perfect for any bathroom!

Size:

Content:

5 x 5 x 18,2 CM

150ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8022071

KUMAI Citrus Groove Body Wash

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and 
protects it from drying out. The shower gel cleanses and 
moisturises. The mild ingredients make it suitable for all 
skin types. The shower gel has a delicious pine scent with 
touches of musk and wood. 

The beautiful showcase makes it a nice gift to give or 
receive. Perfect for any bathroom!

Size:

Content:

5 x 5 x 18,2 CM

150ml

Material: HDPE 2

A8022072
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KUMAI Savage Peak Shampoo

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your hair 
intensively. The shampoo gives your hair a natural shine 
and smoothness. Thanks to the scent of musk, peach and 
bergamot, your hair will smell lovely after every wash. The 
use of mild ingredients makes the shampoo suitable for all 
skin types. 

The black pump bottle with illustration makes it a perfect 
gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,3 x 17,8 CM

500ml

Material: PET

A8055071

KUMAI Savage Peak Body Wash

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and 
protects it from drying out. The lotion has a wonderful scent 
of musk, peach and bergamot and is suitable for all skin 
types thanks to the use of mild ingredients. 

The black pump bottle with illustration makes it a perfect 
gift to give or receive.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,3 x 17,8 CM

500ml

Material: PET

A8055072
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SENZA Fishbone Bathrobe

This wonderful luxury bathrobe fits everyone. Ideal after a 
relaxing bath or a visit to the sauna. You can relax with this 
bathrobe. 

The bathrobe is made of high-quality material and suitable 
for both men and women.

Size:

Material:

29 x 42x 9 CM // One Size Fits All

Polyester

24330 2433224331

Norländer Bathrobe Home Buddy 

This soft fleece bathrobe is a one size fits all and uni-sex 
robe, suitable for man and woman.

Perfect for home-use or a day at the sauna.

Size:

Material:

29 x 34 x 6 CM // One Size Fits All

Polyester

3144
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KUMAI Shower Flower

This shower flower makes shower gel last much longer and 
foam up wonderfully. The rough material provides a light 
scrubbing effect. The skin feels softer immediately after 
showering. 

The cord makes it easy to hang up the sponge.

Size:

Material:

10,5 x 10,5 x 10,5 CM

Plastic

A8066047 A8066048

KUMAI Slippers

These beautiful slippers are wonderfully soft and therefore 
also suitable for sensitive skin. 

Get a wellness/hotel feeling at home! The closed toe-part 
ensures that your feet stay nice and warm. Also great to 
take along on a trip.

Size:

Material:

31 x 10,4 x 4,5 CM

Cotton + EVA Sole

A8066021 A8066022

KUMAI Scented Hanger

This scented pendant adds a subtle fragrance that helps 
you to relax and return to the comfort of your own home 
while enjoying the scent of rosemary, magnolia and 
jasmine. Hang the scent pendant in your wardrobe, on your 
door or on a towel rack and create a unique atmosphere. 

By the beautiful sleek design, the scent pendant is certainly 
indispensable in every household!

Size:

Material:

12 x 20,1 x 0,3 CM

Cardboard

A8066014 A8066015
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PARTY &
SEASONAL

f o r  p a r t i e s ,  c h r i s t m a s  a n d  n y e



SENZA Garland

This cheerful garland is guaranteed to create a festive 
atmosphere. The garland is 4 metres long and contains 15 
little flags. It is made of a luxurious combination of strong 
and high quality paper with foil print. 

Very nice for decorating the living room, for example.

Size:

Material:

16,8 x 26,5 x 1 CM // 400 CM

Paper

13051 1305313052

SENZA Cake Candles

Something to celebrate? Make your New Year’s Eve extra 
festive with the HAPPY NY candles, add an extra festive 
touch to your Christmas with the MERRY XMAS candles or 
make it extra festive with the CELEBRATE candles. 

Use these candles on your cake, buns or desserts for a 
festive day or evening. The candles come in a beautiful 
packaging and is therefore perfect to give as a present!

Size:

Material:

17,3 x 1,2 x 8 CM  // 22 x 1,2 x 8 CM // 21,3 x 1,2 x 8 CM 

Paraffine

24874 2487624875
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SENZA Foil Balloon Reindeer

This fun reindeer shaped foil balloon is a must for the 
holidays. No doubt the kids will love this cheerful item. 

The foil balloon is easy to inflate with the included air tube.

Size:

Material:

20 x 15 x 0,3 CM // 58 x 51 x 20 CM

Foil

13054

SENZA Foil Balloon 3D Star

This golden foil balloon star is the perfect decoration for the 
holidays or to decorate your own party! 

The foil balloon is easy to inflate with the included air tube.

Size:

Material:

20 x 15 x 0,3 CM // 36 x 36 x 50 CM

Foil

13056

SENZA Foil Balloon Xmas Tree

This cheerful foil balloon in the shape of a Christmas 
tree cannot be missing during the holidays. Very nice 
to decorate the house or if you have no room for a real 
Christmas tree. 

The foil balloon is easy to inflate with the included air tube.

Size:

Material:

20 x 15 x 0,3 CM // 47 x 22 x 63 CM

Foil

13055 13057
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SENZA Foil Balloon Beer Glass

Foil balloon in the shape of a beer glass. Nice gift for a beer 
package or a men’s birthday party. The balloon is also very 
nice for  a beer tasting. 

The foil balloon is easy to inflate with the included air tube.

Size:

Material:

20 x 15 x 0,3 CM // 55 x 70 CM

Foil

12998

SENZA Foil Balloon Photo Frame

Foil balloon in the shape of a photo frame. Make your 
picture last forever with this fun item. 

The foil balloon is easy to inflate with the included air tube.

Size:

Material:

20 x 15 x 0,3 CM // 100 x 85 CM

Foil

12997

SENZA Foil Balloons Party

It’s party time! This golden letter balloon brings 
atmosphere to every party. 

The balloon contains the word “PARTY” and is easy to 
inflate with the included air tube.

Size:

Material:

20 x 15 x 0,3 CM // 125 x 50 CM

Foil

12996
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SENZA Garland with Kraft
Photo Frames

Hang up the most beautiful pictures on this photo frame 
garland. This item contains 12 paper frames in which you 
can place photos. These can then be attached using small 
clothes pegs on the cord that is provided. 

Also great for hanging up Christmas cards during 
Christmas. The cord measures 4 metres.

Size:

Material:

23 x 14,5 x 2 CM // 400 CM

Paper + Rope + Wood

24595

SENZA Garland with Paper
Christmas Trees

This cheerful Garland with Paper Christmas Trees is 
guaranteed to create a warm Christmas atmosphere. The 
garland has a length of 3.20 metres and contains a total of 
30 paper Christmas trees. 

A great way to decorate your living room, for example.

Size:

Material:

18 x 13 x 0,5 CM // 320 CM

Paper

24596 2459824597
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SENZA Window Sticker Christmas Tree

This atmospheric and reusable Christmas window 
sticker in the shape of a Christmas tree gives an 
incredibly warm welcome feeling during the cold 
winter days. 

The sticker is easy to apply on the window and of 
course to remove after the holidays.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5,5 x 55 CM // 54 x 72 CM

PVC

13027

SENZA Window Sticker Christmas Balls

This atmospheric and reusable Christmas window sticker 
in the shape of Christmas balls gives an incredibly warm 
welcome feeling during the cold winter days.

The sticker is easy to apply on the window and of course to 
remove after the holidays.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5,5 x 55 CM // 54 x 72 CM

PVC

13028

SENZA Window Sticker City

This atmospheric and reusable Christmas window sticker 
in the shape of a snowy city gives an incredibly warm 
welcome feeling during the cold winter days. 

The sticker is easy to apply on the window and of course to 
remove after the holidays.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5,5 x 55 CM // 54 x 72 CM

PVC

13029
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SENZA XMAS Tree in a Box

Never worry about pine needles on the ground (or on the 
table) again with this “Christmas Tree In A Box” by SENZA. 
Take the Christmas tree out of the gift box and decorate it 
with the included Christmas balls and LED lights. The base 
of the artificial tree is reinforced and neatly concealed by a 
jute layer, so it can stand solidly. 

A good Christmas atmosphere at home is guaranteed with 
this tree!

Size:

Material:

52 x 12,5 x 12,5 CM // 52 x 36 x 36 CM

Jute + Plastic

13012

SENZA Wooden Advent Calendar

Are you looking forward to Christmas too? With this lovely 
advent calendar, the countdown can begin. You can put 
the wooden reindeer on the corresponding day. 

This wooden advent calendar also contains a tea light 
holder, which gives the calendar extra ambiance. The 
advent calendar is supplied with a tea light.

Size:

Material:

35 x 4 x 3,5 CM

Metal + Wood

13015

SENZA Table Confetti Silver/Gold

This organza bag contains merry Christmas confetti that 
you can use to decorate your dining table. Simply sprinkle 
the confetti over the table and let it create an atmospheric 
scene. 

Of course this bag with Christmas symbols is also suitable 
for other decoration purposes.

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 14 x 1 CM

Plastic

12964
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SENZA Paper Tree

This lovely decorative piece cannot be missed on the 
dinner table during the holidays. You can unfold the tree 
yourself and place it on the stand.

The wooden trunk acts as a base, keeping it firmly in place.

Size:

Material:

15,5 x 15,5 x 32 CM

Paper + Wood

13022 1302413023 13025
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SENZA Photo Props Cheers

You’re the centre of attention during every occasion with 
these hilarious “Photo Props”. These fun trendy photo items 
are glued to a stick. 

A set consists a total of ten pieces, so you’ve got enough 
choice to pimp your photo!

Size:

Material:

31,5 x 22 x 0,2 CM

Paper + Wood

12956

SENZA Photo Props NYE

You are the center of attention when you’ve got these 
hilarious “Photo Props”. These funny and trendy photo 
items are provided with New Year’s Eve related images 
which are stuck on a stick. 

One set provides ten hilarious images, so you and you’re 
friends have enough choice to make a photo funnier. 

Size:

Material:

36 x 27 x 1 CM

Paper + Wood

12954

SENZA ‘Who Am I’ Game

Who am I? Guess who you are as quickly as possible. With 
the supplied marker, write names on the white boxes of the 
glasses. 

Guess who you are by asking “YES” and “NO” questions. The 
names are easy to remove afterwards with the supplied 
eraser on the pen.

Size:

Material:

21,7 x 26,7 x 0,1 CM

Paper

13043 13044
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SENZA Party Popper XL

This Party Popper XL shouldn’t be missing at any festive 
occasion. By turning at the bottom, the spring is activated 
on the inside. This causes the gold and silver colored 
confetti strings to be fired.

Caution: THIS IS NOT FIREWORKS.

Size:

Material:

Ø 5 x 30 CM

Cardboard + Foil

12977 12978

SENZA Party Poppers /2

These Party Poppers are a must for any festive occasion. By 
turning the bottom of the poppers, the spring inside them is 
activated. It shoots gold and silver confetti strings.

Caution: THIS IS NOT FIREWORKS.

Size:

Material:

14 x 11 x 3,8 CM // Ø 3,8 x 10,5 CM

Cardboard + Foil

12993 1299512994
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FUN & GAMES
f u n  p r o d u c t s  a n d  g a m e s  f o r  a l l  a g e s



SENZA Inflatable Confetti Cooler

During the hot summer days, this inflatable cooler is a real 
godsend. 

Fill the inflatable item with a generous amount of ice or cold 
water and all your beers and cans will stay nicely chilled.

Size:

Material:

25 x 25 x 4 CM // Ø 55 x 20 CM

Plastic

24703

SENZA Inflatable Confetti
Drink Holder

With the festive and inflatable cup holder in the shape of 
a palm tree, you will always have your drink within reach! 
The inflatable palm tree has confetti on the inside. The 
cupholder has a closed bottom and is therefore suitable 
for cups and cans of different sizes. 

A refreshing drink while having a swim!

Size:

Material:

16 x 12 x 3 CM // Ø 20 x 24 CM

Plastic

24702

SENZA Inflatable Confetti Ball

Hours of fun with this fun beach ball! This beach ball with 
golden confetti is suitable for young and old. Take it with 
you to the swimming pool or to the beach, where it will 
sparkle in the summer sun. 

The beach ball is easy and quick to inflate by means of the 
air valve.

Size:

Material:

15 x 20 x 3 CM  // Ø 40 CM

Plastic

24701

SENZA Inflatable Confetti Ring

Be the star in the pool with this inflatable confetti band! 
Floating around has never been this much fun. 

The transparent pool band is filled with golden confetti and 
can be easily inflated with the inflator valve.

Size:

Material:

22 x 20 x 5 CM // Ø 120 x 30 CM

Plastic

24700
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SENZA Gift Vouchers

With the SENZA Gift Vouchers you always have a special gift 
at home. The booklet contains 12 vouchers with envelopes 
and a page with festive stickers. For example, give someone 
a lunch, a high tea or a day out. 

Often times these gifts are so much more valuable than an 
ordinary present!

Size:

Material:

22 x 9,1 x 2 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13034 13035
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SENZA 1000pcs Puzzle

This puzzle with 1000 pieces is suitable for both beginners 
and experienced puzzlers. The puzzle has a standard size 
(50x70 cm) which makes it easy to frame and hang up the 
result. 

This way you will have even more fun with the end result! 
This item comes with a luxury storage bag.

Size:

Material:

34 x 24 x 3 CM // 50 x 70 x 0,3 CM

Cardboard

13037 1303913038
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SENZA Bingo Game

The well-known bingo game cannot be missing in your 
home. It is the perfect party game for the whole family. 

This set includes bingo cards, chips, a display board and of 
course the black bingo mill with bingo balls.

Size:

Material:

21 x 21 x 21 CM

Cardboard + Metal + Plastic

13042

SENZA Chess Game

Can you checkmate your opponent? With this fun chess 
game you can beat everyone! The game comes with chess 
units in handy storage bags. You can use both the inside 
and outside of the box as a chessboard.

Because the game is conveniently packed, you can easily 
take it with you.

Size:

Material:

25 x 25 x 3,4 CM

Cardboard + Wood

13036
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SENZA Winning Moves

Is luck on your side and will your pawns reach the 
home base first? Then you are the winner of this fun 
family game “Winning Moves”. 

The game can be played with up to 4 people. The 
game tiles come in a handy storage bag and the 
inside of the box can be used as a game board.

Size:

Material:

25 x 25 x 3,2 CM

Cardboard + Wood

13000

SENZA Criss Crass Cross

We all grew up with noughts and crosses, because it is a 
great game to play. The aim is to get 3 of the same symbols 
in a row and beat your opponent. 

The game tiles come in a handy storage bag, the lid serves 
as the playing field.

Size:

Material:

15 x 15 x 3 CM

Cardboard + Wood

13001

SENZA Five of a Kind

This classic board game will get you through the evening 
with ease. Everybody knows the game where you have to 
throw the maximum score with 5 dice. 

The game comes with a notebook to keep track of all the 
scores. The lid of the box is lined with black velvet so it can 
be used to roll the dice.

Size:

Material:

20 x 20 x 3 CM

Cardboard + Felt + Plastic

13002
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SENZA Five Dice

Challenge your friends and family to a dice game! The 
game consists of a dice cup, five wooden dice and a score 
pad. 

Due to its compact size, the set is easy to take with you so 
you can play it anytime, anywhere.

Size:

Material:

15,5 x 11,5 x 4,5 CM

Paper + Plastic + Wood

13011

SENZA Wooden Board Game

This Old Dutch game is equipped with a double-sided 
game board and is suitable for 2 to 6 players. This should 
guarantee an entertaining game night! 

The game consists of 1 game board, 24 pawns and 2 sets of 
playing cards. Will you be the first to move all your pawns 
into the home area?

Size:

Material:

40 x 40 x 1,5 CM

Wood

13014

SENZA Shuffle Battle

The aim of this game is to get your coloured discs onto 
the opponent’s field as quickly as possible. By means of 
the elastic band, you shoot the discs through the narrow 
opening to the other side. 

The first player to run out of discs wins the game!

Size:

Material:

29 x 54 x 3 CM

Pinewood

13016
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SENZA Mikado Game

A popular party game that everyone knows! Take away 
as many sticks as possible without moving the remaining 
sticks. This game requires focus and spatial awareness. 

A fun nostalgic game for any age!

Size:

Material:

6,5 x 39 x 2,5 CM

Wood

12971

SENZA Inflatable Reindeer Game

It’s going to be fun and games with this inflatable reindeer 
game. Put the reindeer’s antlers on your head so that 
your opponents can throw rings. Fun and entertainment 
guaranteed. 

Can you get the most rings in? If so, you are the winner!

Size:

Material:

14,5 x 16,5 x 4 CM // 94,5 x 20,5 CM

Plastic

13020

SENZA Prosecco Pong

A nice glass of Prosecco is always appreciated, but with 
this fun Prosecco Pong game it becomes a real challenge. 
The one who scores decides whether the other must drink. 

The game comes with 12 plastic Prosecco glasses and 3 
black ping pong balls.

Size:

Material:

17 x 18 x 8,5 CM

Plastic

12992

SENZA Jumping Bag Game

With this fun jumping-bag game, the kids will have a great 
time. The game consists of a total of 4 jumping bags with a 
Merry Christmas print, as well as a start/finish line. 

Who will be first across the finish line? Get ready and ... GO!

Size:

Material:

20,5 x 14,5 x 6 CM // 67,5 x 48 CM

Polyester

13021

SENZA Wooden Tower Game

Excitement and sensation with this fun block tower 
game. Remove a wooden block every turn. A dice is 
used to determine which color of the block must be 
removed. 

Whoever drops the tower, loses the game!

Size:

Material:

5,5 x 5,5 x 19 CM

Wood

12972
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SENZA Escape Cardgame

Who will escape first? This game is full of challenging 
questions and riddles. The goal is to escape from the maze. 
The first person to solve 5 riddles correctly and gets the five 
keys wins! 

This challenging game should definitely not be missed 
during a fun evening with family and/or friends.

*Only available in Dutch.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13050

SENZA Zal Het Toch Maar Question Game (NL)

The nicest stories come from fun questions. This “zal het 
toch maar vragen” – questions game for young and old 
is a guarantee for a fun evening to get to know each other 
(even) better. 

With the playing cards you ask each other original funny, 
but also serious questions. Each game contains 50 playing 
cards with a total of 100 different questions.

*Only available in Dutch.

Size:

Material:

Ø 11 x 14,5 CM

Glass

12955

SENZA Slow Living Challenge Jar

Take some time for yourself! The SENZA Slow Living 
Challenge jar contains 52 appreciation cards and 
assignments for a happy mindset, one for each week. Start 
every week with more awareness in life with the help of 
these cards. 

The glass jar has a luxurious appearance and is therefore 
very suitable as a gift.

*Only available in Dutch.

Size:

Material:

Ø 10,5 x 15,5 CM

Glass

13048

SENZA Weet jij het? Game Jar (NL)

“Weet jij het?” is a challenging game in which you have to 
describe and guess concepts in several teams before the 
time runs out. To make the game even more exciting, there 
is a bonus term on each card to win extra points for your 
team. 

Each game consists of 50 double-sided playing cards with 
a total of 500 terms, a 40-second hourglass and a dice to 
determine the side of the card.

*Only available in Dutch.

Size:

Material:

8 x 8 x 13,5 CM

Glass

12991
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SENZA Cardgame Borrelspel 
(NL)

This drinking game is the ideal game for fun conversations 
or while having a few drinks. This game contains 20 tasty 
cocktail recipes, 20 delicious drink recipes and 60 fun 
facts and questions about everything that has to do with 
drinking. 

Find out which snack goes best with a drink and learn 
about new flavours.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13017

SENZA Cardgame Family & Friends
(NL)

Funny questions lead to the most beautiful stories. This 
Friends & Family game for all ages is a guarantee for an 
enjoyable evening and to get to know each other (even) 
better. The playing cards allow you to ask each other 
original, funny, but also serious questions. 

Each game contains 50 playing cards with a total of 100 
different questions.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13018

SENZA Cardgame Samen Offline
(NL)

Funny questions lead to the most beautiful stories. This 
Samen Offline game for all ages is a guarantee for a fun 
evening and to get to know each other (even) better. The 
playing cards allow you to ask each other original, funny, 
but also serious questions. 

Each game contains 50 playing cards with a total of 100 
different questions.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13019

SENZA Offline Together Cardgame
(EN)

The best stories come out of fun questions. This Offline 
Together game for young and old is a guarantee for a 
pleasant evening and to get to know each other (even) 
better. With these playing cards you ask each other 
original, funny, but also serious questions. 

Each game contains 50 playing cards with a total of 100 
different questions.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13046

SENZA Family & Friends Cardgame
(EN)

Funny questions lead to the most beautiful stories. This 
Friends & Family game for young and old is a guarantee for 
a pleasant evening to get to know each other (even) better. 
With these playing cards you ask each other original, funny, 
but also serious questions. 

Each game contains 50 playing cards with a total of 100 
different questions.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13045

SENZA Bits & Bites Cardgame
(EN)

This drinking game is the perfect game for fun 
conversations or while having a drink. This game 
contains 20 delicious cocktail recipes and 60 fun 
facts and questions about everything that has to do 
with drinking. 

Find out from each other which snack goes best with 
what drink and get to know new flavours.

Size:

Material:

6 x 2 x 9 CM

Cardboard + Paper

13049
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SENZA Scratch Poster Toerist in eigen Land (NL)

Holland offers so many beautiful cities and sights that 
you really should visit them all. This original scratch poster 
makes it easy for you to see which places you have already 
seen and which are still on your To-Do list. 

There are a total of 100 locations on the poster, all of which 
have a layer of scratch on them. This way you can scratch 
open all the locations that you have visited so far.

Size:

Material:

57 x 8,5 x 7,5 CM // 55 x 80 CM

Paper

13003

SENZA Scratch Poster Proeflokaal (NL)

This original scratch poster allows you to keep track of the 
delicious dishes and drinks you have consumed. There are 
a total of 100 delicacies that everyone should have tasted. 

The boxes have a scratch layer that you scratch open 
when you have eaten or drunk it. Which of these delicacies 
makes your mouth water?

Size:

Material:

57 x 8,5 x 7,5 CM // 55 x 80 CM

Paper

13004

SENZA World Travel Map

With this personal world map you can indicate where 
you’ve been or what your next destination will be. You can 
color the countries yourself and with the supplied stickers 
you can, for example, mark your next trip.

* Combine this item with the colored pencils (12959).

Size:

Material:

10,5 x 30 x 0,4 CM // 60 x 30 CM

Paper

12960
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SENZA Chalk Markers /2

This chalk marker is perfect for writing and/or drawing on 
glass surfaces. You can work finely and in detail with this 
marker. It also sticks very well onto the surface. 

Your creation can be easily removed with a damp cloth. 
This set consists of 2 markers.

Size:

Material:

4,5 x 1,5 x 18,5 CM

Synthetic

13040 13041

SENZA Color Pencils /10

This set of colored pencils consists a total of 10 pencils. The 
pencils are supplied in an original kraft package.

* Combine this item with the XXXXL coloring poster (12957).

Size:

Material:

7,5 x 18 x 0,8 CM

Wood

12959

SENZA XXXXL Colouring Poster

The children will be happy for a while with this XXXXL 
coloring page. This coloring page has the size of a table 
top (150 x 80 cm). This means there is enough room to color 
with the whole family at the same time. 

The coloring page is suitable for colored pencils, crayons, 
markers or paint.

Size:

Material:

30 x 21 x 1,5 CM // 150 x 80 CM

Paper

12957
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BRAINZ 2-in-1 Earbuds & Speaker

This handy portable speaker can be taken anywhere, but 
if you want to listen to music on your own, you can always 
use the accompanying Earbuds. 

Simply slide the speaker open and you will find the Earbuds 
inside. You can also charge them here. The speaker case 
has a chic appearance due to the leather look.

38577 3857938578

Size: 13,5 x 7,5 x 4 CM

Material: Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: Earbuds: 25mAh // Speaker: 450mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Wireless In-Earbuds NC

With these wireless earbuds, you will have hours of 
entertainment and you can go out and about without 
a care in the world. The Earbuds are unique because of 
the noise cancelling function. This filters out unwanted 
background noise, giving you the perfect sound experience. 

The earbuds are delivered in a charging case which also 
serves as protection. You can connect to the device via 
Bluetooth.

38580 38581

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 9,5 x 3,1 CM // 6,5 x 4,7 x 2 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Bluetooth Wheatstraw
Earbuds (Mailbox)

Never worry about tangled wires again, thanks to these 
wireless earbuds. Lightweight and with a good sound 
experience, music can be enjoyed for up to 2 or 3 hours. 
Then it will take one hour before it is fully charged. 

The case is multifunctional because it stores and charges 
the earbuds.

38514

BRAINZ Bluetooth Earbuds
(Mailbox)

Never worry about tangled wires again, thanks to these 
wireless earbuds. Lightweight and with a good sound 
experience, music can be enjoyed for up to 2 or 3 hours. 
Then it will take one hour before it is fully charged. 

The case is multifunctional because it stores and charges 
the earbuds.

38517 38518

BRAINZ Bluetooth Earbuds

No more annoying tangled wires with these wireless 
earbuds. Lightweight and with a good sound experience, 
music can be enjoyed for 2 to 3 hours. It takes an hour 
before the earbuds are fully charged. 

The case has a multifunctional function because it stores 
and recharges the earbuds.

38510 38511

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 9,5 x 3,5 CM // 6 x 4,5 x 2,5 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 5,6 x 2,7 CM // 6 x 4,5 x 2,5 CM 

Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 5,6 x 2,7 CM // 6 x 4,5 x 2,5 CM 

Wheatstraw

Capacity: 300mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Bluetooth Headphone

This comfortable wireless and bluetooth headphone is 
perfect to us on the train, at work or while sporting. This 
headphone can be adjusted in size. 

Because of the leather ear cushions, this headphone is 
still comfortable for a longer period of time. Including USB 
charging cable.

38512

BRAINZ NC Wireless Headphone

Stylish Bluetooth headphones with noise cancelling. These 
headphones can be connected wirelessly to multiple 
devices such as a phone, tablet or laptop. The noise 
cancelling mutes distracting background noise by means 
of an anti-sound. 

Furthermore, the over-ear headphones have a flexible fit 
and soft ear pads. You can control the volume and music 
using the buttons on the right side.

38515

Size:

Material:

19 x 17 x 3 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 200mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

19 x 17 x 7,5 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 400mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Wireless Sports Headset

Listening to music without interruption is no problem with 
this wireless sport headset. The U-shaped set can be hung 
around the neck so that the earplugs remain firmly in the 
ears. 

You can easily connect the headset to your phone via 
Bluetooth technology.

38520

BRAINZ Smart Watch Pro

This handy BRAINZ Smart Watch Pro has an unprecedented 
number of functions and is therefore fully equipped. The 
smartwatch has a heart rate monitor, blood pressure 
monitor, oxygen monitor, pedometer, calorie counter and 
various sports modes. 

In addition, you can make calls, view messages, listen to 
music or connect to one of the many popular social media 
applications.

38591

Size:

Material:

20,2 x 15,8 x 3,2 CM // 14,5 x 18,5 x 1,5 CM

Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: 130mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

18,9 x 6,5 x 2,9 CM // 27 x 4 x 1,5 CM 

Plastic + Silicone

Suitable: Android > 5.0 // iOS > 9.0

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Extra: App + Charging station
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BRAINZ Wavebase Speaker

Truly a gem among speakers! The BRAINZ Wavebase 
Speaker doesn’t only have an impressive appearance, but 
also provides high-quality sound. This model has a built-in 
sub-woofer and various LED light functions. 

Simply connect to the desired device via Bluetooth. Once 
the speaker is fully charged, you can listen to music 
undisturbed for about 3-4 hours. A real eye-catcher in 
every living room!

38590

BRAINZ Flow Speaker 

This hip BRAINZ Flow Speaker does not only have a unique 
look, but also a high-quality sound. Different LED light 
modes can be selected, including one that reacts to the 
beat of the music. This immediately puts you in the right 
“FLOW”. The speaker has several inputs, for example for a 
micro SD card, AUX and USB cable. 

Simply connect via Bluetooth. It takes approx. 3 hours for 
the speaker to be fully charged.

38585

Size:

Material:

Ø 12 x 15 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 1800mAh // 10W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.1 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

Ø 7,5 x 16,5 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 1200mAh // 2 x 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Focus Speaker

This cheerful BRAINZ Focus Speaker makes a striking 
impression thanks to the built-in LED lighting. You can 
choose from various light modes, which will always create 
the right atmosphere. On the back, you will find various 
connections such as a USB port, an AUX connection and 
the possibility of inserting an SD card. 

Simply pair the desired device with Bluetooth. When the 
speaker is fully charged, the playback time is 2 to 3 hours.

38589

Size:

Material:

21 x 8 x 9 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.1 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ  Powercube Speaker

You can easily take this cool and compact BRAINZ Power 
Cube Speaker anywhere you go. The model can be used 
wirelessly and has two speakers. On the back you will find 
all the connections such as a USB port, an AUX connection 
and the possibility of inserting an SD card. 

This device can be charged using the included USB-C plug.

38574 3857638575

Size:

Material:

23,8 x 8 x 10,5 CM

Metal + Plastic + Silicone

Capacity: 1200mAh // 2 x 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Extra: Phone holder
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BRAINZ Powerbar Speaker

This sleek BRAINZ Powerbar Speaker fits into every 
household with its cool look. Simply connect via Bluetooth 
to the desired device and play the best music. The speaker 
has several inputs on the back, for example for a micro SD 
card, AUX and USB cable. 

It will take approximately 2-3 hours to fully charge the 
speaker, but then you will be able to enjoy your music for 
approximately 2-4 hours.

38572 38573

Size:

Material:

38,4 x 5,5 x 6 CM

Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: 1200mAh // 2 x 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Karaoke Boombox
with Microphone

Sing along with your greatest hits with this Karaoke 
Boombox. The boombox is easy to connect using Bluetooth 
and also comes with a practical stand for your phone. This 
way you can easily sing along with the lyrics by using the 
included microphone. 

In addition, the boombox also features changing LED 
lighting to really get into the party mood.

38519

BRAINZ Rythm Speaker

Cool speaker, lightweight and easy to take anywhere, at 
any time! Practical model which also includes a phone 
holder. The battery capacity allows you to use the speaker 
for a period of at least 4 hours. The speaker has a number 
of buttons on the bottom to control your music. 

Furthermore, it is fitted with an integrated smartphone 
stand and a hands-free microphone for making and 
receiving calls.

38529

BRAINZ Woofer Speaker

Bluetooth speaker with woofer for a deep and powerful 
sound experience! A compact speaker that performs 
exceptionally well for its size. 

The speaker can be connected through Bluetooth or 
an auxiliary plug. You can use the buttons on top of the 
speaker to control it. The exterior of the speaker is finished 
with a luxurious rubber coating.

38528

Size:

Material:

13,5 x 12,5 x 6,5 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

10 x 10 x 11 CM

ABS + Fabric

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

12,4 x 10,2 x 22,2 CM

ABS

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Tube Speaker Bamboo

Small bluetooth speaker with rechargeable battery. This 
speaker is also equipped with a SD port for playing MP3 
files. 

As an extra, the music is also operable on the speaker 
itself. The housing is made of sustainable bamboo and 
this speaker comes in a beautiful packaging made from 
recycled kraft material.

38521

BRAINZ Tube Speaker

Small bluetooth speaker with a rechargeable 
battery. Also equipped with a SD port for playing MP3 
files. The speaker has an elegant rubber finish. 

As an extra, the music is also controllable on the 
speaker itself.

38522

BRAINZ Speaker

Small but strong is the best description for this speaker. A 
very nice and clear sound for a compact speaker. Easy to 
operate with push buttons on the speaker itself. 

Due to the handy size and slim design, this speaker really 
stands out everywhere. The side and back have got a nice 
rubber finish.

38525

BRAINZ LED Speaker with Clock

The most atmospheric and fun Bluetooth speaker! One of 
the functions of this speaker is that it reacts to the music 
creating a trendy light show. 

It can also be used as a light in different colours or as a 
night light (warm-white) where the brightness of the light 
is adjustable. 

38527

Size:

Material:

Ø 6 x 5 CM

Bamboo + Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh // 3W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

Ø 6 x 5 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh // 3W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

10,5 x 4 x 7 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh // 3W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

Ø 9,6 x 12,2 CM

Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.1 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Waterproof Sucker Speaker Carabiner

Sing along to the greatest hits in the shower with this 
water-resistant speaker. You can attach the speaker with 
the suction cup on the back or clip it to something with the 
carabiner. The speaker is fully charged within 2 hours. The 
device has a waterproof level of IPx4. This speaker also has 
a built-in phone function, allowing you to make calls even 
while showering. This speaker is also ideal for outdoor use. 
Simply clip the speaker to your bag and listen to the best 
beats while hiking or mountain biking.

38570 38571

Size:

Material:

13 x 9,5 x 6 CM

Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: 400mAh // 3W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Wireless Charger Speaker

With this handy speaker, you can listen to the best beats 
and charge your phone at the same time. Place your 
smartphone on the holder and the phone will charge 
automatically. Note: The phone must have QI technology 
and the speaker must be connected to a power source. 

The speaker is fully charged within 1-2 hours and can then 
be used to play music for approx. 2-3 hours. At the back 
you have the possibility to insert a SD card.

38546 38547

Size:

Material:

Ø 12 x 7 CM

Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: 400mAh // 3W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Bluetooth Speaker & 
Wireless Charger

Wireless and durable Bluetooth speaker with wireless 
charging function made of wheatstraw material. This is a 
great speaker to listen to your favourite music at home or 
on the go! Equipped with handy carrying handle. Does your 
phone have wireless charging (QI technology)? If so, this 
speaker can also charge your phone wirelessly*. Just put 
your phone on top of the speaker.

*Note: speaker has to be connected to a power source.

38526

BRAINZ Powerbank 8.000mAh

Powerbank in a casing made of wheatgrass and ABS 
material. Equipped with LED indicators that display the 
current energy level. The size is a convenient pocket 
format, making it easy to take this powerbank with you. The 
powerbank also comes with matching cables. 

The capacity of the power bank is sufficient enough to 
fully charge an average mobile phone at least two and 
a half times. Comes in an attractive packaging made of 
environmentally friendly kraft material.

38535

BRAINZ Sucker Powerbank 5.000mAh

Powerbank with suction cups and wireless charging 
feature. This strong powerbank has 12 suction cups which 
you can use to stick it to the back of your phone. 

Because the powerbank is light-weight and has a slim 
design, you can still use your phone while it is being 
charged. The indicator light on the powerbank shows 
how far it has been charged. If the phone does not have 
the wireless charging function (QI technology), it can be 
charged using the supplied cable.

38536 38537

BRAINZ Wireless Charger Circle

Connect the device to a powered USB port and place a 
telephone on it that has a wireless charging function. When 
it starts charging, a light will come on. When the phone is 
charging, no wires need to be disconnected. As soon as 
the telephone is back on the charger, the charging will 
continue. 

The housing is made from sustainable bamboo and 
comes in a beautiful packaging made from recycled 
kraft material. To charge your phone wirelessly it must be 
equipped with QI technology.

Size:

Material:

Ø 9 x 1 CM

Bamboo

38540

Size:

Material:

12,5 x 7 x 1,7 CM

Wheatstraw

Capacity: 8000mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Size:

Material:

13 x 11 x 3,2 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 5000mAh

Charge: 5V - USB

Size:

Material:

10,5 x 5,5 x 5,7 CM

Wheatstraw

Capacity: 300mAh // 5W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ LED Speaker Cooler

Your party is not complete without this original BRAINZ LED 
Speaker Cooler. Simply link the cooler via Bluetooth to the 
desired device and play your favourite music. The cooler 
features cheerful adjustable LED lighting making it a real 
eye-catcher. You can unscrew the bucket from the speaker 
so that it is always easy to clean. The speaker is fully 
charged in approx. 3-4 hours. The cooler is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use, for example for wine or soft drinks.

38587

BRAINZ LED Speaker Cooler Deluxe

Your party is not complete without this original BRAINZ LED 
Speaker Cooler. Simply link the cooler via Bluetooth to the 
desired device and play your favourite music. The cooler 
features cheerful adjustable LED lighting making it a real 
eye-catcher. The speaker is fully charged in approx. 3-4 
hours. The cooler is suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
use, for example for wine or soft drinks. The base of this 
cooler has a more luxurious appearance due to the rubber 
finish.

38588

Size:

Material:

24,5 x 23,3 x 29,5 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: DC 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range

Size:

Material:

24,5 x 23,3 x 29,5 CM

Plastic + Rubber

Capacity: 1200mAh // 5W

Charge: DC 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.0 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ XMAS Ball Speaker

With this festive speaker you can play the best music for that 
extra touch of Christmas spirit. Hang the speaker in your 
Christmas tree with the included hook, or put the speaker 
on a desired spot with the rubber ring to prevent it from 
rolling away. The speaker can be connected via Bluetooth 
and can also be controlled via the multifunctional button 
on the back. Charging takes up to 1 hour. Just switch on 
the speaker and immediately enjoy the 8 merry Christmas 
tunes that are integrated in the Christmas ball!

38583 38584

Size:

Material:

Ø 7 x 8 CM

Plastic

Capacity: 300mAh // 3W

Charge: 5V - USB

Bluetooth: V5.1 - 10M Range
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BRAINZ Smoke Detector

This stylish smoke detector is not only a visual asset, it 
is also compulsory to have it in your home. The smoke 
detector is easy to install and comes with the necessary 
mounting material. It detects smoke in a room up to about 
60m2 and with a maximum height of about 6 meters. 

This rugged smoke detector alerts you through a ≤85dB 
signal and light alarm. The temperature range is -10°C to 
+50°C. In addition, it gives a signal when the 2 AA batteries 
are low. The smoke detector complies with the European 
standard EN 14604.

Size:

Material:

9,5 x 9,5 x 4,2 CM

Plastic

38600 3860238601 38603
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BRAINZ Wireless Charger Mouse Pad

This practical mousepad with wireless charging function is 
a must for your desk. The mat has a detachable element 
which can be attached magnetically and in which you 
can put writing utensils. The slot serves to support a tablet, 
for example. On the right side of the mouse pad, you can 
charge your phone wirelessly*, provided that your phone 
has that function (QI technology). All in all, ideal for home 
workers.

*Note: The mouse pad must be connected to a pwoer 
source.

38545

BRAINZ Home Office Wireless
Keyboard

Wireless Bluetooth keyboard that can be linked to a 
smartphone, tablet or laptop. Due to its compact size, 
you can easily take it anywhere. The keyboard has a 
QWERTY keyboard layout. The keyboard has a range of 
approximately 10 metres and is equipped with a battery 
that can be recharged via USB.

Size:

Material:

19,8 x 12,5 x 0,5 CM

Plastic

38554

BRAINZ Home Office Laptop Stand

Solid adjustable laptop stand that contributes to the 
improvement of your posture. When placing the screen on 
the stand, it is placed at a better angle, which results in a 
better posture.

The stand is adjustable in both width and height. This 
makes it suitable for a laptop, but also for a tablet or book. 
It is user-friendly thanks to its easy folding and the fact 
that it does not need to be used in one place. The anti-slip 
ensures that the stand cannot slide away or damage the 
laptop.

Size:

Material:

26 x 20,5 x 15,5 CM

Plastic

38553

BRAINZ Home Office Wireless Mouse

Wireless compact mouse suitable for both left and right 
handed users. The mouse has a smooth rubber coating. 
Easy to use and to connect to your laptop via a small USB 
receiver.

Size:

Material:

10,5 x 5,5 x 3 CM

Plastic

38555

Size:

Material:

26,5 x 25 x 2,5 CM

PU Leather

Charge: 5V - USB

Extra: Wireless Charging (QI Technology)
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BRAINZ Home Office LED Light Wireless Charger

A multifunctional desk lamp from the Home Office line! This 
pleasant desk lamp is powered by a USB cable and can be 
used on any computer/laptop. This light provides a great 
working environment because the colour of the light can 
be adjusted to your liking. 

As an extra, the base of the lamp is equipped with Qi-
technology so that you can charge your phone wirelessly 
when connected to a power source. The lamp also has a 
small storage compartment for storing pens, usb sticks etc.

38552

BRAINZ Home Office ABS 
Laptop Standard

Basic laptop stand. Simple to attach to the underside of a 
laptop using a stick-on strip. The stand can be adjusted to 
two different heights. 

By working with such a stand, one (think for example of 
people working from home) will adopt a better posture.

Size:

Material:

21,7 x 2,7 x 6 CM

ABS

38556

BRAINZ Home Office Ventilator Phone Holder

Keep cool while working at home with this portable 
fan with 3 speed settings. The fan consists of 2 parts, 
the docking station / phone holder and the fan itself. 

The docking station can be connected to a USB 
port which makes it possible to use the fan while 
standing up. 

Size:

Material:

22 x 9,3 x 6,5 CM

Plastic

38551

BRAINZ Home Office LED Phone Holder

Thanks to this Home Office LED Phone Holder, you will never 
be left in the dark during online meetings again. 

Simply place the phone in the holder and position the light 
in the correct position behind your phone. Set the type 
of light to your liking; cold, neutral or warm light and the 
suitable brightness. 

Size:

Material:

62 x 11 x 9 CM

LED + Plastic

38550

Size:

Material:

33 x 17 x 8 CM

LED + Plastic

Charge: 5V - USB

Extra: Wireless Charging (QI Technology)
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BASED ON ART.38537BASED ON ART.38590

PRINT STYLE

The most commonly used printing 
technique for our products is pad 
printing.

STOCK COLOUR

Choose between the different colours 
we already have in stock.

LOGO PRINT

It is possible to provide any products 
with your own logo print. 
MAX. 2 PMS/CMYK Colours.

POSSIBILITIES ELECTRONICS || LOCAL

It is possible to provide our
electronics / products with..

LOGO POSITION

We will advice you to choose the 
perfect size and position of your logo.

LOGO PRINT

We can also provide subtle branding by 
printing your logo with a tone on tone 
style.

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices.210

PRINTING &
LOGO OPTIONS
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BASED ON ART.38574 BASED ON ART.38519

POSSIBILITIES ELECTRONICS || FAR EAST

It is possible to provide our
electronics / products with..

• PMS colour of choice

• Full colour doming badge

• Metal badge with logo

• Logo embossing / debossing

• Full colour logo print

• Customized show box
BLUETOOTH POWERCUBE SPEAKER
Connect & Play

Contact info@thegift.nl for quantities and prices. 211
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Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Productnaam met genoeg ruimte ernaast
of voor 2 regels

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Vel illum dolore eu feugisasfsafafassf at nulla facilisis at.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. 

Size:

Material:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

ABS

12348 1234512389 1234512345 12345

Circular Mug 227ml

This very practical drinking mug is unique in every way. First 
of all, it can be mentioned that this mug is made of 100% 
recycled material, namely 50% used coffee cups and 50% 
recycled plastic.

In addition, the mug is also leak-proof. The top of the mug 
can be pressed down, allowing you to drink from either 
side. The very handy mug of Circular & Co has a content of 
227ml and a strong ecological background.

Size:

Content:

Ø 8,5 x 14 CM

227ml

4842 48664859

Material: 50% Used Coffee Cups + 50% Recycled Plastic

The recycled cups and bottles by Circular&Co. are exclusively available as 

Christmas gifts at The Gift. The cups and bottles tackle the use of single-use 

plastic and coffee cups in the industry. 

The cups and bottles are 100% recyclable due to the circular design. The 

products are BPA- and melanin-free and have a life span of 10 years. In short, 

the ideal gift for the office, on the road or during sports. 
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Circular Cup 340ML

This very practical drinking mug is unique in every way. First 
of all, it can be mentioned that this mug is made of 100% 
recycled material, namely 50% used coffee cups and 50% 
recycled plastic. 

In addition, the mug is also leak-proof. The top of the mug 
can be pressed down, allowing you to drink from either 
side. The very handy mug of Circular & Co has a content of 
340ml and a strong ecological background.

Size:

Content:

Ø 8,5 x 17 CM

340ml

4781 48044798

Circular Bottle 600ML

This very practical drinking bottle is truly unique in every 
way. First of all, it can be mentioned that this bottle is made 
of 92% recycled PET bottles and is 100% recyclable. 

In addition, the bottle is also leak-proof. The top can be 
pressed down so that you can drink from either side. The 
very handy drinking bottle by Circular & Co has a 600ml 
content and a strong ecological background.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7 x 22,5 CM

600ml

5528 55805566 5627

Material: 50% Used Coffee Cups + 50% Recycled Plastic Material: 92% Recycled PET Bottles + 8% PET 213
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TSC Lemongrass Goodies Giftbox 
Hand Soap + Hand & Body Lotion

A gift set consisting of the well-known pump bottles of 
THE SPA COLLECTION. The set comprises two 310 ml pump 
bottles containing hand soap and body lotion. This line has 
the wonderfully refreshing scent of lemongrass. 

This gift set is perfect to give and fantastic to get.

Size:

Content:

15 x 6,7 x  16,5 CM

2x 310ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2

A1039044

TSC Lemongrass Smooth Body Scrub

This iconic collection features a mild, vegan lemongrass 
formula. The scrub contains a gentle yet effective exfoliator. 

The scrub leaves skin feeling softer immediately after 
showering.

Size:

Content:

6 x 4  x 17,5 CM

150ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038116

TSC Lemongrass Giftbox 
Hand Soap + Hand & Body Lotion 

A gift set featuring the well known pump bottles of THE SPA 
COLLECTION. The set consists of two 400 ml pump bottles 
containing hand soap and skin lotion. This range has the 
lovely, refreshing scent of lemongrass. 

This gift set is perfect to give and fantastic to receive.

Size:

Content:

23 x 13 x 7 CM

2x 400ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2

A1038043

Since 2021 we have been distributing the high-quality cosmetics of The Spa 

Collection. Make an impact with the luxurious products of The Spa Collection!

Feeling good starts with being happy with yourself. The products of The Spa 

Collection are vegan and free of colourants and silicones. The power of pure 

ingredients allows you to truly relax!
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TSC Lemongrass Shower Foam

This luxurious shower foam from The Spa Collection has a 
wonderful scent of refreshing lemongrass. 

The shower foam leaves your skin silky smooth and is 
suitable for all skin types thanks to its rich ingredients.

Size:

Content:

Ø 4,5 x 18 CM

200ml

Material: Aluminium + Plastic

A1038120

TSC Lemongrass Hand & Body Lotion

The Spa Collection Hand and Body Lotion has a wonderful 
scent of refreshing lemongrass. The Hand and Body Lotion 
absorbs quickly and leaves your skin silky soft. 

The lotion prevents the skin from drying out and is suitable 
for daily use.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038074

TSC Lemongrass Bath / Shower Gel 

The Spa Collection Bath/Shower Gel Lemongrass is a 
shower product with a unique lemongrass formula. The 
Bath/Shower Gel gently cleanses the skin. The product 
comes in a practical pump bottle. 

Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038072

TSC Lemongrass Shampoo

The Spa Collection Shampoo Lemongrass is a 
shower product with a unique lemongrass formula. 
The Shampoo provides a gentle cleansing and 
healthy, shiny hair. The product comes in a practical 
pump bottle. 

Suitable for daily use without drying out.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038071

TSC Lemongrass Hand Soap

The Spa Collection Hand Soap feels wonderful and has a 
refreshing lemongrass scent. 

The hand soap thoroughly cleanses your hands without 
drying them out.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6,2 x 15,6 CM

310ml

Material: HDPE 2

A2039020

TSC Lemongrass Hand Soap

The Spa Collection hand soap feels wonderful and has a 
refreshing lemongrass scent. 

The handsoap thoroughly cleanses your hands without 
drying them out.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038065
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TSC Lemongrass Hair & Body Wash

The Spa Collection Hair & Body Wash Lemongrass is an 
all-in-one product for under the shower with a unique 
lemongrass formula. The Hair & Body Wash gently cleanses 
the skin and leaves your hair looking smooth and shiny. The 
product comes in a handy pump bottle. 

Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6,2 x 15,6 CM

310ml

Material: HDPE 2

A2039022

TSC Lemongrass Body Lotion

The Spa Collection Bodylotion has a wonderful scent of 
refreshing lemongrass. The lotion absorbs into the skin 
quickly and leaves the body silky smooth. It helps to prevent 
the skin from drying out and is suitable for daily use. 

The small size of the tube makes the lotion perfect for use 
on the go.

Size:

Content:

2,3 x 4 x 9,6 CM

30ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038002

TSC Lemongrass Hair & Body Wash

The Spa Collection Hair & Body Wash Lemongrass is an all-
in-one product for the shower with a unique lemongrass 
formula. The Hair & Body Wash gently cleanses the skin and 
leaves your hair smooth and shiny. The product comes in 
a tube and its small size makes it perfect for use on the go.

Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

2,3 x 4 x 9,6 CM

30ml

Material: HDPE 2

A1038063

TSC Lemongrass Hand & Body Lotion

The Spa Collection Hand and Body Lotion has a wonderful 
scent of refreshing lemongrass. The hand and Body lotion 
absorbs quickly and leaves the body silky smooth by 
preventing the skin from drying out. 

It is suitable for daily use.

Size:

Content:

Ø 6,2 x 15,6 CM

310ml

Material: HDPE 2

A2039021
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TSC Bergamot Skin Lotion

The Spa Collection Skin Lotion has a wonderful scent of 
the relaxing Bergamot fragrance. The Skin Lotion absorbs 
quickly and leaves the body silky soft by preventing the skin 
from drying out. 

It is suitable for daily use.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2 + Plastic + Wheatstraw

A2047074

TSC Bergamot Hand Soap

The Spa Collection Handsoap feels wonderful and 
produces a relaxing Bergamot scent. 

The hand soap cleanses your hands thoroughly 
without drying them out.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2 + Plastic + Wheatstraw

A2047065

TSC Bergamot Hair / Shower Gel

The Spa Collection Hair & Body Wash Bergamot is an all-in-
one product for under the shower with a unique Bergamot 
formula. The Hair & Body Wash gently cleanses the skin and 
leaves your hair smooth and shiny. The product is delivered 
in a handy tube. The small size makes it perfect for carry-
on luggage. 

Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

2,3 x 4 x 9,6 CM

30ml

Material: HDPE 2 + Plastic + Wheatstraw

A2047063

TSC Bergamot Bath / Shower Gel

The Spa Collection Bath/Shower Gel Bergamot is a product 
for under the shower with a unique Bergamot formula. The 
Bath/Shower gel gently cleanses the skin. The product 
comes in a handy pump bottle. 

Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2 + Plastic + Wheatstraw

A2047072

TSC Bergamot Hair & Body Wash

The Spa Collection Hair & Body Wash Bergamot is an all-in-
one product for under the shower with a unique Bergamot 
formula. The Hair & Body Wash gently cleanses the skin and 
leaves your hair shiny and smooth. The product comes in a 
convenient pump bottle. 

Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: HDPE 2 + Plastic + Wheatstraw

A2047064

TSC Bergamot Skin Lotion

The Spa Collection Skin Lotion has a wonderful scent of 
the relaxing Bergamot fragrance. The Skin Lotion absorbs 
quickly and leaves the body silky soft. 

The lotion prevents dehydration of the skin and is suitable 
for daily use.

Size:

Content:

2,3 x 4 x 9,6 CM

30ml

Material: HDPE 2 + Plastic + Wheatstraw

A2047002
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TSC Green Tea Travel Set

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, shower 
wash, skin lotion, conditioner and hand soap. The bottles 
have a content of 40 ml and are therefore ideal for hand 
luggage. Because of the mild ingredients, the set is suitable 
for every skin type. All products have a delicious scent of 
green tea. 

The beautiful showcase makes it a perfect gift to give or 
to receive.

Size:

Content:

12,5 x 9,5 x 2,7 CM

5 x 40ml

Material: Paper + PET

A2085097

TSC Green Tea Hair & Body Wash

The Spa Collection Hair & Body Wash Green Tea is an all-in-
one product for under the shower with a unique Green Tea 
formula. The Hair & Body Wash gently cleanses the skin and 
leaves your hair smooth and shiny. 

The product comes in a convenient pump bottle. Suitable 
for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: PET

A2085064

TSC Green Tea Giftbox 
Hand Soap + Skin Lotion

A gift set containing the well-known pump bottles of THE 
SPA COLLECTION. The set consists of two 400 ml pump 
bottles containing a hand soap and a skin lotion. 

This line has a wonderful scent of refreshing Green Tea. This 
gift set is great to give and wonderful to receive.

Size:

Content:

23 x 13 x 7 CM

2 x 400ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2

A2085043

TSC Green Tea Body Cream

This luxurious vegan body cream protects and nourishes 
the skin. The cream is enriched with Fair Trade shea butter 
which helps to repair and deeply nourish the skin. 

The cream has a refreshing green tea fragrance and the 
mild ingredients make it suitable for all skin types. A must-
have in every bathroom!

Size:

Content:

Ø 9 x 6,5 CM

250ml

Material: PET

A2085016
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TSC Green Tea Bath / Shower Gel

The Spa Collection Bath/Shower Wash Green Tea is a 
shower product with a unique green tea formula. The Bath/
Shower Wash gently cleanses the skin. 

The product comes in a small bottle with a content of 30ml. 
The small size makes it perfect for use in carry-on luggage. 
Suitable for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 2,4 x 9,2 CM

30ml

Material: PET

A2085001

TSC Green Tea Bath / Shower Gel

The Spa Collection Bath/Shower Wash Green Tea 
is a product for under the shower and bath with a 
unique green tea formula. The Bath/Shower Wash 
gently cleanses the skin. 

The product comes in a handy pump bottle. Suitable 
for daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: PET

A2085072

TSC Green Tea Skin Lotion 

The Spa Collection Skin Lotion has a wonderful scent of the 
refreshing Green Tea fragrance. The Skin Lotion absorbs 
quickly and leaves the body silky smooth. 

The lotion prevents dehydration of the skin and is suitable 
for daily use. The lotion comes in a small bottle with a 
content of 30ml. The small size makes it perfect for carry-
on luggage.

Size:

Content:

Ø 2,4 x 9,2 CM

30ml

Material: PET

A2085002

TSC Green Tea Skin Lotion

The Spa Collection Skin Lotion has a wonderful scent of 
refreshing Green Tea. 

The Skin Lotion absorbs quickly and leaves the body silky 
smooth by preventing the skin from drying out. It is suitable 
for daily use.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: PET

A2085074

TSC Green Tea Hand Soap

The Spa Collection Hand Soap feels wonderful and has a 
refreshing green tea scent. 

The Hand Soap cleanses your hands thoroughly without 
drying them out.

Size:

Content:

Ø 5,7 x 22,2 CM

400ml

Material: PET

A2085065
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TSC Gum Tree Shampoo

This iconic collection features a mild, vegan gum tree 
formula. The deliciously minty pine scent has musk and 
wood undertones. 

The Shampoo provides gentle cleansing and smooth, shiny 
hair. The product comes in a practical pump bottle.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 19,1 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A4058030

TSC Gum Tree Body Cream

This luxurious vegan body cream protects and nourishes 
the skin. The cream is enriched with Fair Trade shea butter 
which helps to repair and deeply nourish the skin. The 
cream has a refreshing smell of gum tree and is suitable 
for all skin types because of the mild ingredients. 

A must-have in every bathroom!

Size:

Content:

Ø 9 x 6,5 CM

250ml

Material: PET

A4058017

TSC Gum Tree Shower Gel

This iconic collection features a mild, vegan gum tree 
formula. The deliciously minty pine scent has musk and 
wood undertones. 

The Body Wash gently cleanses and nourishes the skin. 
The product comes in a practical pump bottle. Suitable for 
daily use without drying out the skin.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 19,1 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A4058031

TSC Gum Tree Goodies Giftbox 
Hand Soap + Hand & Body Lotion 

A gift set consisting of the well-known pump bottles of THE 
SPA COLLECTION. The set features two 475ml pump bottles 
containing hand soap and body lotion. 

This line has the lovely, refreshing scent of gum tree. This 
gift set is perfect to give and fantastic to get.

Size:

Content:

18 x 20 x 8 CM

2 x 475ml

Material: Cardboard + HDPE 2 

A4058044

TSC Gum Tree Roomspray

This luxurious vegan room spray adds a wonderful 
fragrance to any interior. Thanks to the refreshing scent of 
gum tree, you can create a unique fragrance experience 
and a relaxing atmosphere in your home.  

The beautiful bottle makes it a perfect gift to give or to 
receive.

Size:

Content:

11 x 7 x 22,5 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A4058035

TSC Gum Tree Hand & Body Lotion

This iconic collection features a mild, vegan gum tree 
formula. The deliciously minty pine scent has musk and 
wood undertones. 

The Hand and Body Lotion absorbs quickly and leaves the 
body silky smooth. The lotion also prevents the skin from 
drying out and is suitable for daily use.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 19,1 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A4058032
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TSC Gum Tree Body Scrub

This iconic collection features a mild, vegan gum tree 
formula. The deliciously minty pine scent has musk and 
wood undertones. The scrub contains a gentle yet effective 
scrub. 

The scrub immediately makes the skin feel softer after 
showering.

Size:

Content:

Ø 3 x 9,5 CM

35ml

Material: HDPE 2

A4058002

TSC Gum Tree Hand Cream

The Spa Collection Gum Tree hand cream, made 
with Fair Trade Shea Butter, is wonderfully smoothing. 

This hand cream with a Gum Tree scent helps 
to restore dry and damaged hands. It is quickly 
absorbed and also actively protects your hands 
from drying out due to the weather.

Size:

Content:

Ø 3 x 11,6 CM

50ml

Material: HDPE 2

A4058003

TSC Gum Tree Hand Soap

This iconic collection features a mild, vegan gum tree 
formula. The deliciously minty pine scent has musk and 
wood undertones. 

The hand soap thoroughly cleanses your hands without 
drying them out.

Size:

Content:

Ø 7,5 x 19,1 CM

475ml

Material: PET

A4058034

TSC Loofah

This handy scrub sponge allows you to cleanse the skin 
deeply and thoroughly. The rough material on the front 
provides an intense and refreshing feeling during use. 
At the back, there is an elastic band so you can hold the 
sponge securely. 

The sponge is made from the dried fruit of the luffa plant. 
The packaging is made from gravel and is therefore 100% 
tree-free.

Size:

Material:

14 x 10 x 1 CM

Loofah + Stone Dust

A1045050
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THIS IS YOUR
LAST CHANCE 

TO BENEFIT
FROM OUR PRODUCTS 

AT A DISCOUNTED
PRICE.
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d o n ’ t  m i s s  o u t  o n  o u r  g r e a t  o f f e r s



28147
Norländer Trolley Riga Black

28139
Norländer TwoWay Trolley (Softpocket) Silver/Black

28108
              Norländer Customize Business Trolley Black

28109
Norländer Customize Business Trolley Silver

28110
Norländer Round Trolley Black

28570
Norländer RPET Two Tone Weekend Bag Grey

28571
Norländer RPET Two Tone Backpack Grey

28572
Norländer RPET Two Tone Shopper Grey

28608
Norländer Network LED Backpack Blue

28609
Norländer Network LED Backpack Grey

28611
Norländer Network Backpack Grey
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28656
Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack Green

4162
NRL Duffle Bag Grey

          28593
           DUNGA 600D Reversed Bicycle Cooler Bag LED

6993
Washed Kraft Lunchbag Brown

8237
Norländer Vintage Cosmetic Bag Brown

8331
Multifunctional Storage Bag

8404
Norländer “I Am Free” Backpack Blue

8405
Norländer “I Am Free” Backpack Grey

28500
Vintage Canvas Backpack Black

28636
Vintage Ribble Backpack Blue

28639
Vintage Ribble Backpack Black224
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8423
Norländer Retrobag Celebration Blue

8412
Twin Tone Backpack Grey

28514
Norländer Dull PU Premium Organizer

4182
Norländer Nubuck Bag Blue

6815
Norländer Sportiv Sports Bag Red

28538
Norländer Arizona Backpack Blue

6746
Jute Eco Shopper “Olmenhorst”

8420
NRL69 Impression WKND Bag

28551
Norländer Dull PU Weekend Bag Grey
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24495
SENZA Universal Car-Phone Holder

28581
Norländer Outdoor Mini Camping Lamp

10972
Norländer Shoe Spikes

24190
SENZA Ice Cooling Pack Black

28582
Norländer Drink Bottle Black

24462
SENZA Tea Water Bottle

24369
SENZA Glass Storage Jar Black Large

24552
SENZA Salt&Pepper Set /3

24674
SENZA Saladshaker White

24423
SENZA Wired Fruitbowl Gold
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24687
SENZA Terracotta Tapas Large Brown

24688
SENZA Terracotta Tapas Large Blue

24689
SENZA Terracotta Tapas Large Grey

24520
SENZA Serving Basket Gold

24521
SENZA Serving Basket Black

24516
SENZA Hexagon Serving Tray

24187
SENZA Paper Straws Silver

24453
SENZA Metal&Wood Napkin Holder

24528
SENZA Dough Rolling Pin

24531
Spaghetti Measurement tool
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24208
SENZA Wine Serving Plate

24223
SENZA Acacia Standing Serving Tray

24257
SENZA BBQ Tool w/ Bookshape Box

24587
SENZA Magnet Candle Holders Black /3

24588
SENZA Magnet Candle Holders Gold /3

24430
SENZA Bamboo Lantern Hanger Black

24431
SENZA Bamboo Lantern Hanger Natural

24178
SENZA Vibes Block Candle Holder

24397
SENZA Pillar Lantern Small Black
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24573
SENZA Metal Diner Candle Holder (5 cups) Black

24574
SENZA Metal Diner Candle Holder (5 cups) Gold

24576
SENZA Metal Bottle Tealight Holder Gold

24577
SENZA Metal Diner Candle Holder (4 cups) Black

24600
SENZA Candle Holder Wood-Black Small

24601
SENZA Candle Holder Wood-Black Large

24602
SENZA Star Dinercandle Holder

24480
SENZA Harmonica Tealight Holder

24400
SENZA Rack for 5 Tealights Gold

24401
SENZA Rack for 5 Tealights Silver

24437
SENZA Tealights Star Gold

24438
SENZA Tealights Star Silver 229
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24493
SENZA Dining Candle Holder Ceramic Black

24392
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Small White

24393
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Small Anthracite 

24394
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Large White

24395
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Large Anthracite

24263
SENZA Square Glass/Wood Star Candleholder

24432
SENZA Moods Candleholder 

24433
SENZA Moods Candleholder XL

17862
SENZA USB-C LED Charger

24496
SENZA ON/OFF LED Light

24434
SENZA LED Carton White

24406
SENZA Mini LED Bulb Green230
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24579
SENZA Metal Flower Bucket Small Black

24580
SENZA Metal Flower Bucket Large Gold

24589
SENZA Calendar with LED Lights

24269
SENZA LED Table lamp with Two Glass Vases

24582
SENZA Flower Barrel Silver

24583
SENZA Rectangle Flower Tray Black XL

24584
SENZA Square Flower Tray Black Small

24581
SENZA Flower Barrel Black 231
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3186
Winter Gallery Plaid

24586
SENZA Metal Photoframe 2 Frames

24594
SENZA Message in a Bottle

24317
SENZA Ombre Plaid Grey

24328
SENZA Living Blanket Blue/White

24286
SENZA Heatpack Furry Brown

24197
SENZA Water Bottle & Socks Deluxe Grey

9013
Departures Travel Pillow

28688
Norländer Car Safety Bag

24290
SENZA Vintage Ribble Basket Grey

24570
SENZA Hanging Deco Star with Clips

24571
SENZA Decostar Metal232
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24473
SENZA Hanging Wooden Tray

24402
SENZA Metal House Shelf 

24420
SENZA Water Hyacinth Table 38cm

24578
SENZA Metal Flower Watering Bucket

24632
SENZA Home Office Desk Bulletin Board

24633
SENZA Home Office Letterboard
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24477
SENZA Metal Cardholder Frame Gold Large

24478
SENZA Metal Cardholder Frame Gold Small

24212
SENZA Urban Jungle Memoboard

8285
Felt Wall Organizer Grey

8286
Felt Newspaper Stand Grey

24180
SENZA Beer/Wine Lid Collector

8282
Felt Card Belt

24475
SENZA Metal Cardholder Black Large

24476
SENZA Metal Cardholder Black Small

9807
SENZA Xmas Tree Card Holder

24262
SENZA Glass Hanging Bulb 12 CM

24205
SENZA Urban Jungle Gifts Bag234
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12966
SENZA Garland with Photo Clips Red

12910
Christmas Pendant MDF

12911
Christmas Pendant Felt

12965
SENZA Garland with Photo Clips Black

24483
SENZA Paper Glitter Xmas Tree Green

24484
SENZA Paper Glitter Xmas Tree Grey

12942
SENZA 3D Star Gold

12944
SENZA 3D Star White

12945
SENZA 3D Star Black

3195
Christmas Storage Bag Deluxe Taupe

3193
Christmas Storage Bag Black

17471
Christmas Storage Bag “Actief Genieten”
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12967
SENZA Star Foil Balloon Silver

17857
SENZA Phone Locker

12931
SENZA Dream Moneypot #Adventure

17864
SENZA UV Color Pencil

17110
Snowball maker Gold

12932
SENZA Dream Moneypot Hollands Spaarpotje

38560
BRAINZ Fit Watch 

38538
BRAINZ Sucker Powerbank 10.000mAh Black

38561
BRAINZ Smart Watch 

38542
BRAINZ Wireless Charger Pad Bamboo236
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38505
BRAINZ All-in-1 Cable

38506
BRAINZ Wireless Carholder Black

38508
BRAINZ Car Earbud Black

38509
BRAINZ Accessory Set

38513
BRAINZ Bluetooth Headphone Bamboo

38523
BRAINZ Speaker & Wireless Charger Black

38524
BRAINZ Speaker & Wireless Charger White

38530
BRAINZ Powerbank Bamboo

38531
              BRAINZ Powerbank + Wireless Charger Bamboo

38532
BRAINZ Powerbank+Speaker Bamboo 

38533
BRAINZ Powerbank+Speaker Black

38534
BRAINZ Solar Powerbank 237
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Feel free to contact us! Send us an email or visit our website!

A private label is all about your company branding. 

We develop our products with your logo, packaging and design. Private Label projects with us are clear and efficient. No 

endless discussions, but concrete digital proposals within 48 hours.

Realise your private label project in 6 EASY STEPS. Have it your way! 

Choose any product from our collection you want to customize! 

Our overseas partners allow us to develop your private label project from A to Z!

With over 20 years of experience importing goods directly from the far east and other countries around the world! Thanks to 

our large network and  co-operations we can safely say that almost anything is possible!

Send us your wishes, specs and company logo and our DTP & Graphics department will help you by providing free digital 

visuals for your private label projects!

Do you have a private label request or would you like to suprise your customer with a custom proposal including digital 

design?
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PRIVATE LABEL
m a k e  y o u r  p r o d u c t  o r  g i f t  u n i q u e



1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

Choose a product from 
our collection and tell us 
your wishes.

Within 48 hours you will 
recieve a digital design 
without any furthur 
obligation.

Is the design to your 
liking? Then you will 
receive a personalised 
qoute.

After the quotation had 
been approved, a sample 
is made.

After approval of the 
sample, we will start 
the production of your 
custom product.

When production is 
complete and thoroughly 
inspected, the goods are 
put on transport.
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